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It’s Tub Time

all im com
BRA ES
Bra e Up rades
Dual Circuit Master Cylinder Kit
225.95
Drum to Disc Brake Conversion Kit
799.95
Bra e hoes and Pads
Brake Shoes, All Drums, Rebuilt
ex 110.75
Brake Pads, Disc Brakes, Frt or Rr
from 31.50
Don’t forget to repack your wheel bearings!
Master Cylinders and Wheel Cylinders
Master Cylinder, w/Drum Brakes, w/ resv 144.50
German Wheel Cylinder Repair Kit
11.50
New Wheel Cylinders, Front
52.50
New Wheel Cylinders, Rear
52.50
Master Cylinder, Disc Brakes, OEM
99.95
Master Cylinder, Disc Brakes, Repro
74.95
Calipers and its
NEW 356C Calipers
pair 460.00
NEW 356C Calipers, Rear
pair 239.90
Caliper Rebuild Kit Front
20.85
Caliper Rebuild Kit Rear
10.50
Stainless Steel Caliper Pistons
from 41.00
Rotors
Front Rotor, 356C
65.00
Rear Rotor 356C
130.00
Bra e ose its
356A, Rubber Brake Line Kit
64.90
356A, Braided Stainless, DOT
105.50
356B or C, Rubber Brake Line Kit
51.80
99.95
356B or C, Braided Stainless, DOT
WHEEL BEARINGS & SEALS FOR ALL 356
Wheel Bearings, Front Wheel Seals,
Rear Axle Seal Kits, Heavy Duty Grease.
STEERING & SUSPENSION
teerin Components
Tie Rod Assembly, Left
Tie Rod Assembly, Right
Steering Box R&R Service
356C Steering Coupler
in and in Pin its
King Pin Kit German
Link Pin, German (Sintered Bushing)
Link Pin, German (Brass Bushing)
King and Link Pin Service
from
hoc s
KYB Shock Kit, (set of 4)
Boge Shock Kit, (set of 4)
Call A Parts Professional Now!

H
I

Pe

69.95
119.95
699.95
59.95
59.00
84.00
230.00
540.00

356 Fuel Pumps
Repair Kits, Restored APG &
DVG Pumps, Electric Pumps
DVG Perfect Resto w/exchange . . . . . . . . . . 499.00
APG Perfect Resto w/exchange . . . . . . . . . . 289.95
DVG Rebuild Kit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70.95
APG Reguild Kit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43.95
Electric Fuel Pump Prime or Drive . . . . . . . . . 52.50
Three Way Switch Bump/Off/Run . . . . . . . . . 16.95
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----- ZIMS IS YOUR COMPLETE ----12 VOLT CONVERSION SOURCE

1-800-356-2964

DUE TO CURRENCY FLUCTUATIONS PRICES MAY CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

356 RESTORATION SHEET METAL
Original Simonsen 356 Panels
FROM GERMANY by Torsten Walsdorff

FILTERS
Oil Filter, Mahle
Oil Sump Gasket Set
Air Filters, Zenith 32NDIX
Zims Undercar Fuel Filter eavy uty!
Fuel Filter, Clear Inline

SAME

A

SHIPPING

FAX# 817-545-2002

ith Porsche AG or PCNA

BE FOR

Re istered Trademar of

r n

TE AS

h c F Porsche A G The term

11.50
7.50
18.25
30.00
2.95

100.68
177.36
63.99
69.50
16.95

ENGINE HAR PARTS
Connecting Rod Nuts
Oil Filter Canister Lines, from
Heavy Duty Gland Nut
Piston Ring Sets, from
Engine Gasket Set Upper or Lower
Pushrods, Chromoly, Set of 8
VW Style Oil Cooler
Aluminum Oil Cooler
Main Bearnings, various sizes
Rod Bearings

3.75
32.50
48.00
69.95
from 68.99
149.95
129.95
575.00
CALL
from 39.95

PERTRONIX IGNITOR

Many Refinements!
Never Before Offered Pieces!
Unmatched Quality & Craftsmanship!

RELIAN E PAR WA
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T NE IT P
Full
istributor Tune Up
its ncludin
istributor Cap Rotor Points & Condenser
Cast Iron Distributor
42.00
“031” Distributor
43.85
“050” Distributor
56.50
par Plu s
Bosch Copper Super Spark Plugs
2.75
Bosch Platinum Spark Plugs
6.50
par Plu Wire ets
Spark Plug Wire Set 356/912
45.00
8MM High Performance Wire Set
79.95
Coils
6V Bosch “Silver” Coil
62.50
6V Bosch “Blue” Coil
79.95
6V Bosch “Black” Original Look
74.95
Restored istributors
18 Cast Iron (exchange)
455.00
0231129022
455.00
Carburetor its
Solex 40PII, with accelerator pumps
49.95
Zenith 32NDIX, with accelerator pumps
39.95

HEMI ALS
Brad Penn Motor Oil, 1 Case
Brad Penn Motor Oil, 2 Cases
SWEPCO 201 Gear Lube
SWEPCO 203 Gear Lube
Stabil Fuel Stabilizer Additive

Generator e chan e
Alternator Conversion it
Alternator Bosch
nstrument olta e Module
Wiper Motor olta e Reducer
Gear Reduction tarter
olta e Reducer for Relays
ella Correct oo
orns
Bulb it
Bosch Ori inal Blue Coil

144.00
260.00

CALL US TOLL FREE
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GENERATORS
T e F es
T eW

6V Generator with Exchange - $485.00
12V Generator with Exchange - $535.00
6V Voltage Regulator - from $175.00
Generator Pulley Halves - $22.00
Generator Belt, Geniune - $13.95
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Cover: The Porsche Classic Coast Tour in Belgium attracted
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cars from European marques. Kobus Reyneke
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Regional 356 Clubs - Americas

European 356 Clubs

U.S. WEST
356 Club, Southern California 356club.org
Gary Dunavan,
4865 Via del Corral, Yorba Linda, CA. 92887
714-326-5526 Ruby356sc@gmail.com

U.S. MIDWEST
Group 356 St. Louis Region
Mark Todorovich 314-444-1962
Suite 500 10001 Highland Plaza Dr. W.
St. Louis, Mo. 63110 enjoyen@yahoo.com

Porsche 356 Club Deutschland e.V.
Heinrich Besserer, Wilhelm-Beck-Str. 21
88662 Ueberlingen, Germany, 0049-171-4165707
info@porsche-356-club-deutschland.de
www.Porsche-356-Club-Deutschland.de

356 California Alta Region Club 356car.org
Kim Nelson 2771 Ponderosa Road
Shingle Springs, CA 95682
916-337-7716 knelson356@gmail.com.

Midwest 356 Club www.midwest356.org
Eric Smith 708-870-1403
president@midwest356.org

356 Register of Porsche Club Great Britain
Fred Hampton, 356@porscheclubgb.com

California Central Coast www.CCC356Club.org
Martin Howell
PO Box 457, San Luis Obispo, CA 93406
marthowe@yahoo.com 805-544-5389
356 Group Northwest 356groupnw.org
Mike L Thornton, P.O. Box 536,
Long Beach, WA. 98631 253-350-2098
MikeLThornton@hotmail.com
Sierra 356 Club
Barry Fleischer, 25 DeAnza Drive, Reno, NV 89511
775-853-0826 bfleisch@nvbell.net
Rocky Mountain 356 Club
www.rockymountain356club.org
Chris Carlston, 720-456-5601
ccarlston@gmail.com
Mountainland 356 Club
Edward Radford, 1568 Connecticut Dr.
Salt Lake City, UT 84103
801-521-7330 eerad11@gmail.com
Hawaii 356 Owners Group
Rick Woltz, 719 N. Kainalu Drive, Kailua, HI 96734
808-262-5417 rick356@hawaiiantel.net
U.S. SOUTH
Southern Owners Group www.356sog.org
Dennis Jones dj@radiojones.com
P.O. Box 5356, Atlanta, GA 31107 404-432-1450
Tennessee Tubs (on facebook)
Nate J. Greene 1018 Chancery Lane
Nashville, TN 37215 natejgreene@comcast.net
Thunder Road Tubs Jim Johnston
Knoxville, TN jjohnston356@mac.com
Florida Owners Group 356fog.com
Alan Winer, 8311 C.R. 208, St. Augustine, FL 32092
904-436-5085 alanwiner1@gmail.com
U.S. EAST
Potomac 356 Owner’s Group (DC area)
Sandy Kemper, 517 Dartmouth Ave.
Silver Spring, MD 20910 301-585-0897
kempgav@verizon.net
356 Mid Atlantic
Dan Haden, 715 St. Andrews Road
Philadelphia, PA 19118 dhaden3@gmail.com
356BURGH (Pittsburgh, PA)
www.facebook.com/356Burgh
356 Southern Connecticut Register, Ltd.
Ed Hyman, Box 35, Riverside, CT 06878
edhyman@charter.net
TYP356 Northeast www.typ356ne.org
Allen Sisson, President dkwf5700@gmail.com
4
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Wisconsin 356 Club
Tom Spiegel 414-425-5584
10110 W. Bunny Ct., Hales Corners, WI 53130
Fahr North
Phil Saari, 651-484-0303 ps356er@yahoo.com
649 Arbogast St, Shoreview, MN 55126
356 Motor Cities Gruppe www.356mcg.com
Barbara Skirmants, 3359 Kings Mill Road
North Branch, MI 48461 810-688-2059
Drei Staaten Gruppe
www.dreistaatengruppe.com. Carl Iseman
3206 Golden Avenue, Cincinnati, OH 45226
carl.iseman@gmail.com 513-702-0624
Ohio Tub Fanatics ohiotubfan@neo.rr.com
Richard King 330-678-6259
1500 Fairchild Avenue, Kent, OH 44240
U.S. SOUTHWEST
Arizona Outlaws 356 Club
Steve Proctor, president (520) 419-0359
7330 E. Wikieup Circle Tucson, AZ 85750
stp356@gmail.com az356outlaws.org
Tub Club (Dallas - Fort Worth TX)
356tubclub.org George Maffey
940-597-1236 gemno3@outlook.com
Lone Star 356 Club
Mark Roth, 3010 Fairway Drive
Sugar Land, Texas 77478
281-491-1325 mroth356@earthlink.net
Zia 356
David Gensler, 25 Davis Loop, Placitas, NM 87043
505-247-0234 dgensler@mrgcd.com

Registro Italiano Porsche 356
Roberto Bertaccini
www.registroitalianoporsche356.it
356 Porsche Club de France
356@porscheclub.fr, 356.typepad.fr
Porsche Classic Club Austria
office@porsche-classic-club.at
Porsche 356 Klubb, Sverige
Mikael Marin, Majvagen 25, S-167 52
Bromma, Sweden www.porsche356klubb.se
Porsche Classic Club Luxembourg
paul.decker@education.lu
Porsche 356 Club Schweiz
Frank Baumann, www.porsche-356-club.ch
356 Stammtisch in South Germany
kontakt@356-stammtisch-mannheim.de
Porsche 356 Klubb Norge
Postboks 20 NO-3521 JEVNAKER
torf@mamut.com
Porsche 356 Club Nederland
Gert van Dam, president
info@porsche356club.nl
Porsche Club Classic Belgium
info@porsche-classic-club.be
Porsche Classic Club Danmark
Vestergade 83, DK-8000 Aarhus C
info@porscheclassic.dk
Club Porsche 356 Espana
acasas@porsche-club356spain.com

CANADA
Maple Leaf 356 Club of Canada Mike Kieley
P.O. Box 220, Rockwood, ON Canada N0B 2K0
519-856-1232 mike@smartseniors.ca

ASIA-PACIFIC CLUBS
Australian Porsche 356 Register
PO Box 277 Port Melbourne, Vic 3207 Australia
www.356.com.au

MEXICO
Porsche Club Mexico A.C.
porscheclubmx@yahoo.com
www.porscheclubmexico.com.mx

356 Down Under (New Zealand)
c/o Porsche Club NZ, Inc.
PO box 34-356, Birkenhead, Auckland 0746
www.porsche.org.nz
Porsche 356 Club of Japan
356club@neko.co.jp
AFRICA
Porsche 356 Register of South Africa
peterd@carreramotors.co.za

Club Officers
Mary Skamser, Secretary and Membership
(membership@porsche356registry.org)
P.O. Box 356, Stillwater, MN 55082
Phone 651-433-0165
Mark Roth, Treasurer
mroth356@earthlink.net
3010 Fairway Drive, Sugar Land, TX 77478

Digital staff
Greg Bryan, Talk List Moderator
(GregBryan@porsche356registry.org)
Rhys Haydon, Classifieds Moderator
(RhysHaydon@porsche356registry.org)

Trustees

Membership Questions?
Debbie Cooper, Insurance
1148 Saint Finegan Drive,
West Chester, PA 19382
484-437-9779

Curt Dansby, President,
Website Coordinator
1644 Maryland Ave.
Charlotte, NC 28209
704-231-9720

View and update your profile at

www.Porsche356Registry.org
Email: Membership@Porsche356Registry.org

Phone: Membership hotline: 651-433-0165
Mail: P.O. Box 356, Stillwater, MN 55082 USA

List,Classifieds,Tech articles
Website News,Talk
www.Porsche356Registry.org

Eric Cherneff, VIN Database Manager
(EricCherneff@porsche356registry.org)
Chase Robinett, Social Media Manager
(SocialMediaMgr@porsche356registry.org)

Magazine

Bob Garretson
6412 Lancaster Drive
Warrenton, VA. 20187
209-604-5518 cell

Staff
Peter Bodensteiner, Publisher
(editor@porsche356registry.org)
Mary Skamser, Advertising
(maryskamser@porsche356registry.org)
P.O. Box 356, Stillwater, MN 55082
Phone 651-433-0165

Frank Hood, Media
10708 Forest Run Dr.
Bradenton, FL 34211
727-564-7327

E-Newsletter

Make sure we have your
current email address

Facebook

facebook.com/porsche356registry

Instagram

porsche_356_registry

Tom Heffron, Layout and Design
Peter Schletty, Copy Editor

Contributors and Columnists
Greg Bryan, Electrical
(GregBryan@porsche356registrry.org)

Jim Johnston, Vice Pres.
493 Cherokee Blvd.
Knoxville, TN 37919
334-740-0839

Paul Christensen, Tech-Nique
(Renntek@gmail.com)
Sean Cridland, Features Writer / Photogapher
(Sean.Cridland@gmail.com)
John Hearn, Photographer
(john356@tiscali.co.uk)

Gerald McCormick
1833 St. Ann Street
Jackson, MS 39202
601-918-7949

Brett Johnson, Authenticity
(356drb@indy.net)
Prescott Kelly, Columnist Emeritus
(Vintage911racer@gmail.com)
Llew Kinst, Kunstgalerie
(kinst@autograph.net)
Joris Koning, Four-Cam Forum
(j.koning356@gmail.com)

Pat Yanahan
7754 S. County Line Road
Burr Ridge, IL 60527
312-718-0732

Jim Perrin, Club Historian
(carreragts@aol.com) 614-882-9046

356 Goodie Store

Diane Morrill, 831-375-4442
(356goodiestore@sbcglobal.net)
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From the Editor’s Desk
Once Around the Sun
This issue of the Porsche 356 Registry marks my sixth as its editor and
publisher—a whole year’s worth of magazines. I also attended my second Registry Holiday last month in Arizona, following my initiation to the
club at Ocean City last fall.
I have felt welcomed from day one with the Registry and its members, and for that I owe you all a heartfelt thanks. While I’m still enjoying
meeting some of you for the first time, and putting faces to names, I’m

Bob Garretson: Hall of Famer

Steve Proctor paused to acknowlege Bob’s honor. The announcement was
met with thunderous applause.
The induction ceremony will be held on December 2 in Paris. It will
be broadcast live on the FIA Facebook page, at www.facebook.com/fia,
at 6 p.m Central European Time (12 p.m. in the eastern United States).
A comprehensive article about Bob’s racing and professional careers
appeared in Vol. 37-6, March / April 2014, beginning on page 32.

Chuck Stoddard Passes
A long-time friend of Chuck Stoddard, Daniel Mainzer, sent along a photo
in tribute to him, following his death in October.
“He was one of the single most important men in the life of the
356 and without his efforts, we would not be able to enjoy these cars
today,” Daniel said. “No one was more passionate about Porsches
outside the Porsche family and they acknowledged his contributions
to the marque.”
Daniel was the official photographer of the 2010 East Coast Holiday
in Cleveland, where he took this photo of Chuck.

Daniel Mainzer

On July 1, Jean Todt, the president of the Federation Internationale
de l’Automobile (FIA), sent a very significant letter to our very own Bob
Garretson, long-time 356 Registry member and trustee. To quote Todt’s
letter, “The FIA Hall of Fame has indeed been created to highlight the
values that run through motorsport and the champions who have been
and who still are the exemplars of the FIA’s values of commitment, integrity, respect and sportsmanship... As an iconic FIA World Champion, I am
delighted to tell you that you have been chosen be part of the next cohort
of inductees from the FIA World Endurance Championship [WEC]...”
The FIA, the governing body of international motorsport, is inducting a third class of honorees to this Hall of Fame; the first represented
Formula 1, the second World Rally, and this third group is the first composed of competitors from the World Endurance Championship. Bob,
the 1981 World Endurance Champion, is among this inaugural class,
alongside other inductees like Derek Bell and Jacky Ickx.
Prior to the announcement of the People’s Choice Concours winners
at the High Desert Holiday banquet, Arizona Outlaws 356 Club President

also cherishing the opportunities to see “old friends” who I’ve now seen
two, three, or even four(!) times.
I’ve also been consistently amazed by the amount of support
the magazine receives from Registry members, particularly in the
contributions you provide (both in quantity and quality). Every one
of you should be proud of this, as it reflects the impressive amount of
dedication and enthusiasm within the club. My aim is to make the sure
this magazine acts as a mirror of sorts, reflecting the quality of this
amazing community back to all of you. PB

FIA Hall-of-Famer and Registry Trustee Bob Garretson alongside his trusty 1959 A coupe on Drive Your 356 Day 2019.
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Chuck Stoddard

How Lucky We Are
On the way home from the Southern Drive, Registry members John and
Harriet Lovejoy suffered a terrible accident in their 356. John was kind
enough to share his account of the incident and an update on Harriet’s
condition. PB

Day by day, Harriet continued to improve, and two weeks after the
accident we were able to move her to rehab at Brooks Rehabilitation in
Jacksonville. She is regaining her strength every day and her outlook
is good.
There are several lessons learned:

After a wonderful weekend with friends and driving our Porsches at
the Southern Drive, my wife Harriet and I were driving home. Out of
nowhere, a Suburban ran a stop sign at a rural intersection south of
Dublin, Georgia, and T-boned us at 50 mph.
I could not open my door and Harriet was unconscious. I popped
the top and crawled out to attend to her. A fire truck came first, then an
ambulance. We decided to take her to a Trauma One center in Macon,
more than 60 miles away. That was a frightening ride at 100 mph on
Interstate 16.
Harriet had regained consciousness and was responsive but had
massive internal trauma, including a lacerated liver and spleen, hemopneumothorax with multiple broken ribs on both sides, fractures of both
clavicles, a thoracic spine T8 compression fracture, and multiple lacerations, including a macerated-lacerated ear. They put in a chest tube, gave
her two units of blood, two units of plasma, and one of cryoprecipitate to
stop the internal bleeding and began treating the other injuries.

• First, and most importantly, the metal in the Porsche collapsed
and absorbed the 50 mph impact from the Suburban weighing nearly
6,000 lbs.; otherwise we would not be here. The state trooper said
that the strong German steel in our 356 cabriolet saved our lives.
A modern car would not have withstood the impact as well and we
would probably have not survived.

A Zone of Our Own

it was beer time! We headed to the brewpub, ordered a number 7 and a
number 3, parked ourselves on a bench outside, and watched the kayaks
go down the river. Life slowed down for a few hours and it gave us time to
catch up and talk about our families, from our mothers to our kids. We
were in a “zone of our own!”
At the banquet, we were humbled to receive Best in Show. I am
grateful for the award, but as I told my best friend on the way home, what
made it really special is that he was there to share it.
Did I mention that we first became friends at a swap meet more than
25 years ago?
How does that saying go? “It’s not just the cars. It’s the people!”
Victor Ingram

• Second, shoulder seatbelts are a must. Despite the bruises,
we remained in the car.
• Third, the Trauma One team in Macon was amazing.
• Last, the support of our friends and children has carried us through
the physical and emotional trauma. The support has come from all
over and is the most heartwarming and loving expression of caring
we could ever ask for. John Lovejoy

I recently participated in the 40th annual PCA Zone 1 Concours d’Elegance, hosted by the Northern New Jersey Region (NNJR). I have been a
member of the 356 Registry and NNJR for many years and have attended
many events, but none as special as this one!
For this year’s event, held the weekend of September 20-22, I went
the extra mile. I purchased an extra package for a T-shirt, and lunch
and dinner tickets in anticipation of inviting a very good friend. My
friend had long-ago sold his Porsches, and even though we attended
numerous events in our youth, such as swap meets and even a Parade
or two, life has moved us in different directions over the past several
years. I thought he may have lost interest.
But when it came time for our quarterly
phone call (it’s a guy thing), his response
was, “Sure, lets do it!” He was even kind
enough to volunteer his truck and to pick
up the enclosed trailer. Who does that
other than a great friend?
We agreed to meet at 5:30 a.m. on
the morning of the concours to load up my
1955 cabriolet and head to at the Shawnee
Inn and Golf Resort on the Delaware River
in Pennsylvania. When he arrived it was
like we were in our 20s again: up at the at
the crack of dawn, loading up a Porsche,
and heading for memories. We reminisced
on the way about having caffeine for breakfast and bringing flashlights to swap meets.
We unloaded the car and began preparing for the “full-on” concours. I laid out the
cleaning equipment and he jumped right in,
attacking the convertible top to remove all of
the lint. It was like old times when, whether
he was competing or I was competing, we
were a team.
After our hard work we had several
hours to wait until the awards banquet, so
Victor Ingram’s victorious 1955 cabriolet.
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TWO WAYS. TWO EASY.
100% CLEAN OIL.
OUR FULL FLOW OR REMOTE
ADAPTERS INSTALL EASILY
AND FIT YOUR CAR.

Selected from our many products shown at:

www.precisionmatters.biz
Or call to order:

(415) 252-1428
The 356 Specialty Precision
Parts and Services depot.

First introduced for the newly developed 356, Coco Mats were
the original factory accessory floor mat. New and improved,
Coco Mats are the only period correct auto mat that will
complement any classic Porsche®. Available for 356’s to 991’s.
www.cocomats.com 1.800.461.3533
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The Original Auto Mat

Upcoming
November 22-24
Southern California
The 356 Club of Southern California will host its annual Palms to Pines
drive the weekend before Thanksgiving, from November 22-24. Headquarters is the Palm Mountain Resort at 155 S. Belardo Road in Palm
Springs. Friday afternoon features a drive to the scenic hills of Desert
Hot Springs and a stop at Cabot’s Pueblo Museum, followed by a cocktail
reception. Saturday will include the classic drive to Idyllwild for which
the Palms to Pines event is named. Enjoy the fall foliage on the scenic
drive over mountain roads seemingly designed with the 356 in mind. More
details and registration are available at www.356club.org/palms2pines.
November 22-24
Geelong, Australia
The Geelong Revival Motoring Festival features the National Classic
1/4-mile Sprint competition as well as a motorshow with more than 300
racing vehicles and 500 more classic and exotic vehicles on display, both
two- and four-wheel varieties. The festival celebrates all things vintage and
classic and includes a city cruise, live music, a motoring expo, and more.
Info at www.geelongrevival.com.au.
February 6-9, 2020
Crystal River, Florida
The Florida Owner’s Group will hold its FOG Gathering of the Faithful
on the west coast of Florida in 2020. Details to be posted at www.356
fog.com.

New Bosch
692 602 222
Non-Resistor
Rotor.

$125 plus postage, handling.
email: Renntek@gmail.com

Shasta Design

March 5-8, 2020
Amelia Island, Florida
Now in its fourth decade, the Amelia Island Concours d’Elegance is
among the top automotive events in the world. “The Amelia” draws over
300 rare vehicles from collections around the world to The Golf Club of
Amelia Island at Summer Beach and The Ritz-Carlton, Amelia Island.
This year’s honoree is Roger Penske. Porsche-related events include the
Guardians of Porsche Wine Maker’s Dinner on Thursday, and the Porsche
Driving Experience on Friday morning. www.ameliaconcours.org.
April 18, 2020
Kiawah Island, South Carolina
The Porsche 356 will be the featured marque for the fifth annual Cars
on Kiawah event. 356 owners interested in attending should contact Curt
Dansby via curtdansby@porsche356registry.org. www.carsonkiawah.com.
May 12-15, 2020
Bennington, Vermont
The 356 Ultimate Driving Tour will drive scenic Route 100 from
Bennington to Stowe, Vermont, stopping at several interesting landmarks.
Overnight accommodations will be provided at the Trapp Family Lodge and
Spa, www.trappfamily.com. The tour includes Mount Washington in New
Hampshire, the second highest mountain east of the Rockies. Participants
can drive to the top or take the cog steam railroad. For more information
and printable registration form, go to www.dreistaatengruppe.com and
click on “356 Ultimate Driving Tour,” or call Fred Uhlmann at 937-902-9550
before 9 p.m. EST.
May 21-24, 2020
Munich, Germany
The 2020 International Porsche 356 Meeting will be hosted by
the Porsche 356 Club Deutschland on May 21-24, 2020, in Munich,
Germany. Registration opened on October 1, 2019. English is an option
on the website! Anyone who has attended one of these events will tell
you it is a not-to-be-missed trip. Go to www.internationales-porsche
-356-treffen-deutschland-2020.de for details.

RWR is the development partner for
this rotor and the
sole US Source.

Pistons & Cylinders made in USA
80mm pre-A to 90mm outlaws.

February 27 to March 1, 2020
Los Angeles, California
The 2020 edition of the Porsche and Vintage VW Literature, Toy,
Model, and Memorabilia Swap Meet will take place on Saturday,
February 29th, at the LAX Hilton Hotel. As usual, many shops and
businesses in Southern California will hold open houses in the days
surrounding the Lit Meet. In addition, the 356 Club of Southern California
will hold its All-Porsche Swap and Car Display at the Phoenix Club in
Anaheim on Sunday, March 1. More info at www.lalitandtoyshow.com.

August 26-30, 2020
Bend, Oregon
The 356 Registry West Coast Holiday is scheduled for late August next
year. Details and information to come!

WHEN PERFORMANCE
COUNTS

NEW for 356 A&B engines:
86mm Pistons for 22 deg heads,
No need to machine heads!
Scat cranks, Carrillo rods,
Shasta Power Pulleys,
Shasta flywheels, Full flow oil,
Fuel pump block off plates,
Sump plates.

12 volt alternators are here!
(Looks like a stock generator)

NeuTek Cams
Ground on New Billet Camshafts
Cams for Zenith Carbs
Cams for Solex Carbs
Cams: stock, improved street, rally
and Vintage Racing – track proven.
Straight cut cam gears,
Aluminum pushrod tubes,
Chrome moly pushrods.

LEONARD TURNBEAUGH

775-8NeuTek
(775-863-8835)

www.shastadesign.net www.neutekcams.com email: info@neutekcams.com
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I
President’s
Letter

Curt Dansby

must confess up front that, due to print deadlines, this
note was scribed prior to the associated photo (and the
jittery excitement/shakedown/panic preceding departure for the High Desert Holiday). An unnamed, very good
friend likes to give me a less-than-subtle raised two-finger
signal (indicating one beer too many, and that you told me
this story last year) when on the very rare occasion I may
repeat a story which I have shared before in his presence.
But enough about him. I know I have written previously about the camaraderie that I have enjoyed on road
trips to holidays, but I am compelled yet again to preach
to the uninitiated. The adventure of traveling with a group
of similarly afflicted fanatics is difficult to convey. It was
only day one into my first West Coast Holiday trip (leaving
from Charlotte, North Carolina) that I knew I was hooked.
I have been most fortunate to fall in amongst a group of
clever, kind, and humorous Registry members who also
know what purpose that pedal on the right serves.
The motto of our group is “getting there is at least
half the fun.” The friendships that I have fostered from
my association with this club are such that, at this point,
a 356 need not necessarily be in sight for us to have a
tremendous time together. Certainly, the cars and the
club are the common bond that brings us all together,
but there is some further esprit de corps that allows these
personal bonds to grow well beyond my oft-referenced
Verbus/Karro conundrum.
I know of this kinship not only through my own
incredible circle of friends, but also with similar groups
while serving as a satellite friend. Through this I know
that my situation is not unique, and that other groups
also enjoy the literal and figurative journey, albeit leaving
from other departure points.
My point here would be two-fold. If you are not
attending events, national or regional, you should be. You
are most definitely missing out. And if you are attending

Riding Along in
my Calaboose

Somewhere in New Mexico...
Photo courtesy Tom Roos.
10
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events and have not yet made any friends, let your guard
down. We are a welcoming group—you just need to
squeeze in amongst those of us who are more well-traveled. We are happy to have you.
For those of you looking for an explanation of the
Chuck Berry reference in my title, I will try to tie it all
back in for you. “Calaboose” originates from the French/
Spanish/Creole “Calabozo” (right Leonard?), meaning a jail
or prison.
I am in fact in my Calaboose, a 356 Registry “prison”
of my own volition. I have no desire for release and will
argue vehemently against any parole.
“The road goes on forever, and the party never ends”
KTF,
Curt
P.S.: Since well before I achieved this lofty position in
the club, Greg Bryan has plied the churning waters of
the forum as the primary moderator. It is truly difficult for me to express how effectively I believe he has
handled this task. Even in less charged times, this type
of responsibility would drive most to seek refuge in
an English car club, but Greg remained steadfast and
even-keeled with his “velvet hammer” approach. It is a
damned-if-you-do, damned-if-you-don’t situation, but
Greg has negotiated these hurdles with a style, grace,
and intellect that I can only hope we see again in the
future, now that Greg will soon be stepping down from
his role as moderator. I hope he can then gradually
reduce his current medication levels. Greg, I salute you
for what you have done for this club, and I hope that
others will also recognize your long-standing and most
patient efforts.

MAKE
TORQUE

NOT
HEAT

Only Nickies™ reduce engine temperature
while increasing engine output for 1720cc
and larger 1883cc+ displacements.

TURNKEY
AND CUSTOM
ENGINES
LNENGINEERING.COM | 125 GLADIOLUS ST., MOMENCE, IL 60954
INFO@ LNENGINEERING.COM | PH. 815-472-2939
AVAILABLE FROM:
AIRCOOLED PRECISION
PERFORMANCE SINCE 2002

801-475-9380
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Trustee Candidate Statements
Michael Branning

Debbie Cooper

I

M

803-422-5189
mtbranning@gmail.com
saw my first 356 at age 18; a 1955
Speedster in primer. I’d been a car
nut for years and was completely smitten. Unfortunately, I was also broke. 11
years later in 1992, with help from the
bank I bought a needy 1963B S cabriolet in Miami… and drove it 600 miles
home. I devoured every issue of the
Registry magazine and started driving
to Holidays, including a 1000-mile caravan with Joe Johnson and Jim Johnston
to the Gulf Coast Holiday. Over the years
I learned to rebuild a 356 engine using Pellow’s books, club raced a
944S2 all over the east coast, served as the 356 Southern Owners Group
webmaster, and finished restoring the Cabriolet. As a surprise wedding
present in 2003, I bought my wife a sky blue 1964C sunroof coupe that
we’ve driven to multiple Holidays and four Helen GA events. Kelly is fully
bought in; we named our Labrador “Reutter” and Porsche dealership
posters hang in our dining room! I’ve been an enthusiastic Registry
member for 28 years (half my life) and I’m ready to give back.
Why do I think I could help the 356 Registry? My career required
me to develop broad skill sets and the ability to work in an entrepreneurial manner, with limited resources. In 1979 (at age 16) I joined a
small startup founded by my father in our basement. I worked for him
through college and eventually designed hardware for communications
systems. In 1993 my dad, seeking to retire, asked me to take over the
business with 35 employees.
With no outside investors and a lot of hard work, I built a team and
we transformed the family business into a mission-critical software solutions company with 145 employees and over $40M in annual revenue.
(The business was acquired by Motorola Solutions in March 2019 and
I’m now fully retired.) My role required me to be a pragmatic lifelong
learner, becoming knowledgeable in strategy, sales, marketing, product
management, engineering, HR, supply chain, risk management, procurement, and contract law. Most importantly, I recognized the importance
of building a strong team and inspiring them to achieve difficult goals.
Based on my professional experience and love for this club, I’m
confident I can help the 356 Registry. Recently, Curt Dansby asked
me to join the new editor search for our magazine. I played a pivotal
role in designing an objective selection process, then participated in
the evaluation committee, which led to the successful transition from
Gordon Maltby to Peter Bodensteiner.
While it’s important to maintain traditions such as the Registry
magazine and our Holidays, all car clubs are facing new, sobering
challenges; “What got us here, won’t get us there”. Having a strategic vision,
plans, and the ability to execute is non-negotiable if we want the club to
thrive... and I suspect we have many skilled and passionate members who
would be willing to help. If you have thoughts to share, feel free to reach out
to me. I would appreciate your support, to serve you as a Trustee.

12
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484-437-9779
debbiecooper@porsche356registry.org
y initial contributions to the Registry included the development of
on-line processes and procedures
for insurance and funding. Event insurance is available to all organizers, with
the instructions and forms accessed
from the Registry website. Working with
our insurer K&K, from the initial request,
an insurance certificate can be issued to
an event organizer in a few days.
Knowing it can be tough to initiate
new activities or to subsidize established
events on a tight budget, I led the development of the Regional Event
Funding program. The instructions and request form are easily accessed
from the Registry website and this program has supported events such
as 356 CAR North Meets South, Rennsport Reunion, Gathering of the
Faithful, Southern Drives, and picnics. Hopefully more of you would
take advantage of this program to organize car shows, picnics, drives,
or social gatherings. The only requirement to request funding is to have
insurance in place and I can help you with that too!
Thinking strategically, I recommended that as trustees, we develop
a “catastrophic contingency plan,” to ensure the continued smooth
operation of the Registry in case 4 or more trustees were concurrently
“incapacitated” and not able to serve the membership. Acceptance of the
contingency plan requires an amendment to the bylaws.
Additionally, I was a member of the Registry magazine committee
and participated in the assessment of the proposals and the selection of
the new publisher, Peter Bodensteiner.
If re-elected, I will work very hard to ensure that as you and your
local clubs continue to receive Registry support. Additionally, I will
focus on initiatives: 1) to ensure that critical technical information and
knowledge to maintain and restore our 356s is not lost, 2) to reach and
attract new members, and 3) to provide long-term strategic guidance.
It is hard to believe that nearly 3 years have passed since being
elected as a trustee. As trustees, we are here for you the members, so
continue to let me know what changes or improvements you would like to
see. With concurrence from my fellow trustees, your recommendations
may be implemented easily or require development a program or process
improvement, but if the recommendations require club expenditures,
they must first be approved. Recognize we have a fiscal responsibility to
all of you and make decisions with that in mind. With your support, it will
be an honor and privilege to continue to serve as a trustee.

Tim Franklin

330-608-2910
Tim@franklinandassociates.com

F

or those who don’t know me, my name
is Tim Franklin and I am asking for
your vote to become a Trustee for the
Porsche 356 Registry. I met many of you
at the Glenmoor Country Club outing three
years ago in Canton, Ohio. My son and I
spent hours looking at the many cars and
talking to owners and vendors. There was
a real sense of comradery. This is when
my 356 obsession started! I joined the
Porsche 356 Registry on the spot.
At the time of the Glemoor event I
had just purchased a used 2008 Porsche 911 4S. Don’t get me wrong, it’s
a great car but not a 356. Fast forward a year and I was on the hunt for a
356. I mentioned to a local 356 restorer that I wanted to buy a 356 and let
me know if he finds one. Well, his friend in central Pennsylvania knew a
friend in Philadelphia selling his 1961 356B T-5. The seller had me call
him and interviewed me to make sure I would take care of the car. Three
weeks later it was in Ohio going through a safety check. Fast forward to
this year and I found a 1960 356B T-5 in Pennsylvania. The 1961 is in
good shape and will be restored to its original condition. The 1960 is in
sad shape but will be resurrected as a refined outlaw. The 2008 may be
replaced, too.
I believe a Trustee should make every effort to continue to grow the
membership and encourage them to participate in events. New events
need to be continually introduced to keep existing members involved.
Also, we need to continually look for new members to get involved to
keep the organization viable and strong for future generations of 356
owners. These are just some of the responsibilities of a Trustee. Oh, and
don’t forget, we’re all here to have fun!
My background is in architecture and construction, which has
allowed me to build a successful firm with worldwide recognition. If
elected, I would take my organizational skills and enthusiasm that
helped me build my firm to the Trustee position for the Porsche 356
Registry. Couple this with the many years of serving on non-profit, professional organization boards, I think I could help grow the Porsche
356 Registry.
Thank you for your consideration.

Robert Harrington

432-685-3583
rhengr@suddenlinkmail.com

I

n 1968 I got my first 356 and fell in
love with it immediately. I told myself
as long as I can have one of these
things I’m going to have one. This one
was a 1956 A coupe, already 12 years
old, my choice as a high school graduation present.
Having about 350 miles to be on
the road before getting it home and
noticing that the speedometer maxed
out at 120 mph, I decided to see what it
would do, see if it would indeed go 120.
Pressing it flat out for a few miles and not reaching the 120 mark I was
looking for, I did however get some feedback. The red and green lights
came on at the same time at somewhere around 85 mph or so. Not good.

I had to get a tow home and my first Porsche engine teardown after
previous years of owning and tearing down VWs. After a tour in the US
Navy, I went to work in South Pasadena for a Porsche/Mercedes shop.
Learned a lot there as the owner had been a physicist for Bell and Howell.
A very meticulous and good trainer, he was also a good engineer and he
knew cars. From there I got a degree in mechanical engineering and did
aircraft structures for about 20 years.
The next 20 years since then I have been working for myself under a
Texas license to practice engineering in the building business. And over
the years I have owned several 356 models and been a Registry member
since about 1980. My latest one was a C coupe which I stripped to bare
metal and replaced nearly every piece, doing the wiring, body work and
paint, the car took a 1st place in 356 East Coast Holiday in Iowa. I really
liked this car but was afraid to drive it and subsequently just sold it. I’ll
get another. I am running for trustee as I have been a member of the
Registry since about 1980 and feel like I would like to give something
back to the Club. Thank you!

Garrick Huey

925-209-7593
garrickhuey@aol.com

I

am running in the hope that I may
represent the Western region of the
United States, which is not currently
represented on the 356 Registry Board.
I wish to contribute support and provide
input from the West.
I have served on the Board of
Directors of the Northern California
356CAR Club (California Alta Region)
from 2006 through 2014 for 3 threeyear terms, totaling 9 years as the club
Secretary. During that time period we
reduced the club expenses, insurance costs, and newsletter printing costs
and adjusted the dues to balance the budget and thus made the club more
financially stable.
Since the early 1970s I have been the proud owner of an original,
unrestored Heron Grey 1963 356B Super T-6 coupe. During that time
period it was my daily driver while in graduate school at the University of
California at Berkeley. I still own that 356 and I enjoy the intrinsic feel,
responsiveness and lightness that encourages me to drive it with the same
enthusiasm and love I felt when I first purchased the car.
While I have been a long-time owner of my 356 I joined the Registry
in 2005. I’ve attended Holidays, North Meets South events and regional
Gathering of the Faithful events. The Registry has been a great source
of information and support for me from a technical aspect as well as
through interaction with fellow owners.
When I ran in the last election many of you came up to me during
the 2019 LA Literature and Toy Meet and 2019 North Meets South event
to say you voted for me. While the other candidate was well qualified, so
am I, and I feel I have something to contribute to the 356 Registry as a
Board member.
Many of you in the Bay Area see me at Jim Breazeale’s EASY cars
and coffee events on the first Saturday of each month and I was honored
when Jim voiced his support for me and encouraged me to run again for
the Board of Trustees.
For me to represent you I simply need your votes so that I can ensure
that our 356 Registry will have a representative from the West.
Please vote Garrick Huey for trustee and please ask your fellow
members to vote for me as well.
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Drive Your 356 Day
We chose to stay local this year and did a run up to the Neptune Fountain in the Malaga Cove Plaza in Palos Verdes Estates, California. After we left the Plaza,
we tooled around Palos Verdes Peninsula as it was a picture-perfect postcard day in sunny So Cal. This year our group was comprised of (left to right) Rob Nisley,
John Nisley (owner of the 1957 A Outlaw Speedster), Elizabeth and David Ross (owner of a 1964 C coupe), and Terry Sue Aikens (owner of a 1959 A coupe).
Left: Alan and Susie Edwards’ 1965
356C at TPC Harding Park Golf Club
in San Francisco, California.
Below: Jim and Barbara Phillips
stopped at the Clemson University
International Center for Automotive
Research (CU ICAR) in Greenville,
South Carolina, for this photograph
of their 1965 356.
Detlef Steinke and Mort Bachman took out their 1964 Cs along the Palos Verdes
coast for a view of SoCal’s South Bay.

Left: Howard and Pamela Behar: Our 356 Day was spent at The Surf Club, in
Surfside, Florida. Much much like our Irish Green 356C cabriolet, this building has
been lovingly restored to be appreciated by a new generation. With its oceanfront
setting and tropical vibe, there is no better place than Surfside to cruise around in
our “Penelope,” where she is loved and admired by everyone she meets.
14
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Above: Steve Raucher’s ‘58 356A Speedster at
the Baja Cantina in Carmel Valley, California.
Right: Bruce Friedhaber starts the drive in
Buffalo, New York.
Above: Harlan Halsey: That is Dennis Griest standing behind my ’63
SC. Dennis owns the ‘64 C behind my car, and you can just see the
nose of Ken Rodriguez’s black cab. Along with Susan Bennet (who
organized the drive), we enjoyed an 8 o’clock breakfast at Alice’s
on Skyline in beautiful morning touring weather in the Santa Cruz
Mountains. I have owned the ’63 SC since 1977, for about 70,000
miles. I am the fourth owner and, except for a year in Pacifica, that
car has always lived in the Bay Area within 30 miles of my home in
Woodside, California.

Below: Daryl Bruhl and his 1963 Super 90
attended the local 20th annual Ronald
McDonald House charity car show at Loma
Linda University Medical Center and received
a top 20 plaque. About 200 cars were in
attendance for a great cause.

Above: Les Checel’s 1964 356SC, Eagle Road, Waite Hill, Ohio.
Right: Charles Bennett: A stop at the Duarte Garage on the old
Lincoln Highway with my daughter Olivia and our 1959 356A
Cabriolet, in Livermore, California.
Below: Laurence Kessler’s 1963 Smyrna Green 356B in front
of his home in Rochester, New York, on his way to Watkins
Glen, New York.
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Below: Tom Miller’s ‘55 Super Speedster, off road(!) near Bound Brook,
New Jersey.

Above: Steve Turino: My 1961 B T-5 coupe in Aetna Blue with light grey interior. My
wife and I took the car out to Tiverton, Rhode Island, the longest drive we’ve taken
in the 22 months of ownership. We drove about 125 miles, round-trip. On the way
home we took a drive down Matunuck Beach road to have a look at the ocean. It’s
a beautiful area with farmland near the sea.

Above: Steven Nau: Taken at my home in Springfield, Missouri. I’m almost done
with a four-year restoration of my 1956 Normal coupe barn find. Need to get the
interior installed and other loose ends, so I should be done next year. It’s got no
windshield yet, so I can’t drive far. The ‘58 Super has been done about five years
and drives great. My wife Sandi is in the blue car.

Above: Ron Sharp and friend Peggy Gibbons at the Briones Reservoir near Orinda,
California, in Ron’s 1963 356B, which he has owned since 1982.
Right: Jack Hahn took his
‘59 Speedster to a car show
at Kenwood Country Club
near Cincinnati.
Below: Don Boggs: My 1964
C, taken at a park in my
neighborhood in Tallahassee,
Florida. Someday I’ll get my
Roadster drivable again.

Above: Tobey Ross’s 1959 356A coupe at Radnor Hunt in Malvern, Pennsylvania, on the site
where the annual Radnor Hunt Concours d’Elegance is held two weeks before DY356D.
Save the date, September 11-13, 2020, for the 24th annual Radnor Hunt Concours.
16
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Right: Two daring
designs, one a
classic? - Mark
Todorovich, 1963
Cab, Webster
Groves, Missouri.

Bob Kiple sends greetings from Plymouth, Michigan, with his 1964 356C coupe.

Andy Leritz’s 1953 Pre A Coupe, 1964 1600 SC engine.
Shot in southeast Portland, Oregon.

Bruce Clemons: My ‘62 B is parked on the front straight of what was the
old Paramount Ranch Race Track, northwest of Los Angeles. The ranch is
now Paramount Ranch National Park. This whole area was devastated by the
Woolsey fire back in November 2018.

Ed Young’s ‘65 356 C in front of the Genoa Bar, the oldest bar in Nevada,
just a few miles from his house and over the hill from Lake Tahoe.
Below: Doug Rasor: My 1962 B S90 sunroof coupe in
the Sangre de Christo mountains outside Santa Fe. I’ve
owned this numbers-matching CoA coupe since 1980
when I bought it—all rusted out—in Ohio for $1,200.
Lots of hard work has her looking good as new!

Below: Tom Doherty: Greetings from downtown
Norcross, Georgia, with my ‘65 SC, just down the street
from my home and in front of Social Fox Brewing.

Above: Hali and Sid Wilde visited the Citrus Tower in
Clermont, Florida in their ‘62 S 90 Notchback.
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Left: Paul Siegel celebrated
Ferry Porsche’s birthday with
his 1965 SC at historic Lunken
Airport in Cincinnati, Ohio.
Right: Arjan Kruize: On
Drive Your 356 Day, we had
our annual Porsche 356
Club Netherlands event in
Hulsthorst. Twenty-three
356s were present. This
is my 356 B T-5 near a
typical Dutch windmill, near
Garderen.

Above: Ron Martin: My first submission for this special day is from the National Museum of Naval Aviation in
Pensacola, Florida. Royal W. Randall, Jr., was the first owner of my car—he served in the Navy on a destroyer in
the western Pacific (he was the youngest Navigator in the Pacific Fleet). He purchased this 1963 356B coupe Super
90 in Stuttgart in July of 1962. He was the sole owner until I bought the car in April 2018. I also served in the Navy
as an Aerospace Engineering Duty Officer-Maintenance, working around naval aircraft my entire 22-year career.
It was a great day to take the Red Beauty out for a drive and reminisce about our naval connections.
Below: Freddy Zorovich drove his
356 C back to his beach house
on Hutchison Island, Stuart,
Florida, after Hurricane Dorian
skirted the Island.

Above: William and Lara Vandiver’s 1961 Porsche 356
Notchback has original Heron Gray paint with a red
interior. It is pictured at the Old State Bank building in
Decatur, Alabama.
18
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Above: Thomas Arnold took this shot on a trip
through the beautiful Odenwald area of Germany.
Left: At 6:40 a.m.
on my way for a
solo charge to
the top of Blood
Mountain, I stopped
for this shot on the
lake at Anna Ruby
Falls on Georgia
Hwy 356. A KTM
super motard
and my Germandelivery ‘64 SC
had the mountain
to ourselves.
Sometimes you get
lucky. - Bernard
Oresti, Hapeville,
Georgia.

Above: I do not know which one to choose! I think it will be the red one
for Ferry’s birthday. It looks like rain; I hope it doesn’t... Michael Golding,
Adelaide, South Australia.
Below: Fred Bagood took this photo outside Winters, California, with Kristy,
Beau the Bug, and the Tub on the way up the Capay Valley to Cache Creek.
Above: Peter J. LeBlanc: This year’s trip was to The Municipal Theatre
Association of St. Louis, Missouri, (a.k.a., The Muny), which is an
11,000-seat outdoor theatre in St . Louis’s Forrest Park. It is the oldest,
largest outdoor musical theatre in the country and just completed
its 101st season. Over the years, Meet Me in St. Louis has been a
favorite production. An icon (‘58 Coupe) on an iconic stage (The Muny)
celebrating your special day, Dr. P. Happy Birthday good sir!

Above: Jeff Saccullo’s 1960 T-5 B, a.k.a. the Warthog, tackles an
autocross in Livermore, California.

Above: Tony Singer’s 1959 356 A convertible D “Outlaw,” done
23 years ago, takes the last turn before home in Carmel Valley,
California.

Above: The Drei Staaten Gruppe caravaned eight Porsches, four of which were 356s, to the historic
Clifton Mill, in Clifton, Ohio. The mill, which still operates today, contains an 1869 Leffer Water
Turbine, which provides power to operate the mill. A local stream provides the water source to drive
the turbine. The mill grinds corn and wheat into various mixes for breads and pancakes. (L to R)
Larry Haskett, Peter Boettcher, Amy Robertson, Russell Clarke, Lynda Benham, Kurt Uhlmann,
Fred Uhlmann, Steve and Marie Leiding, Nancy Yarrish, Tom and Ada Oerther, and Joe Gross.
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Jim Stimpson: Here is my 356 (‘62 B S90) at Goldwater Lake, at the Arizona
Mountain Region PCA picnic here in Prescott, Arizona. I was the only 356 there.
Above: My 1957 Porsche Carrera Speedster in rural Prince George County, Virginia.
This is one of many interesting barns I found on my drive. This one had the right
color, and it was round. - Roland Peacock

Above: Happy Drive Your 356 Day from Nick and Anne Daffern! This is their 1958
356A Speedster, Woodinville, Washington.
Left: My daughter
Sophia and I took
our 1959 356A
coupe out for a run
on Drive Your 356
Day and stopped
for a photo at a
local park. I have
owned this 356 for
30 years now. My
father and I found it
sitting under a tree
covered in house
paint and spent the
following 13 years
getting her back on
the road! - Keep the
Faith, Lynn Sheeley
IV, Knoxville,
Tennessee.
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Above: Brian Ross, his daughter Adrianne, and the family’s 1960 B Super coupe
braved the Gulf Coast’s late summer heat (still very sticky!) in southeast Houston.
They visited Space Center Houston next to NASA JSC and parked in front of one
of the original carrier aircraft that transported the Space Shuttle vehicle from the
landing site in California back to Florida between missions.

Above: Here’s our sweet little 1963 356B T-6. We purchased this rust-free,
numbers-matching car from its previous Northern California owner (Jack) after his
40 years of careful ownership. Still with its original interior, the car was painted
from its original Smyrna Green to Metallic Black and the bumpers were chromed in
the 70s. We had a great family outing apple picking here where we live in Watkins
Glen, New York. Happy DY356D! - The Evertsen Family: Nick, Chantel, Olivia Kelley
(10), Ava (2).

Above: At dawn, sunny and pleasant weather greeted us in western North Carolina. Our three 356s drove from the Porsche dealership in Asheville to the Mt. Pisgah Inn
located on the Blue Ridge Parkway. Cars and owners pictured before Mt. Pisgah (L to R) are: the 1964 356C grey coupe of John Ghent; the 1957 356A T-1 white coupe
of Rob Cart; and the 1965 356C red coupe of David Linton. A highlight of our visit after lunch was when Rob showed off his wood carving talent with a 1/8-scale 356A
model. Body in mahogany, interior seats in walnut, bumpers made from maple. His next carving project will be a Speedster.

Above: John and Barbara Amoroso exercised their Roadster and Bug Sunday in
sunny Laguna Beach.

Above: Eric Wahlberg’s 1958 356A Speedster on a beautiful 88-degree at the
Haines Shoe House in York, Pennsylvania.
Left: On a spectacularly
beautiful Drive Your
356 Day, I had the
pleasure of cruising
the Blue Ridge Parkway
south from Roanoke,
Virginia in my favorite
ride—my 1960 Porsche
356 B T-5—pictured
at Milepost 130.
- Bruce Stockburger

Below: Juergen Eisermann’s 1960 Porsche 356 T-5 Sunroof Coupe in front of the Miami City Hall at dawn.

Above: Here in central Finland, Sumiainen, is my 1963
“Outlaw” 356B T-6 that was built to be a track car, but is
now on the road and enjoyed by my dear wife, Pirjo Vane
on the left and me, Juha Vane, on the right. 356s are
unfortunately quite rare in Finland, with only about 20 in our
database of registered cars. More project cars are hidden in
garages at various stages.
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Mike Acebo’s ‘65 C coupe at the Greenport, New York Maritime Festival iceboat display.

Above: Benno Buscho: On Drive Your 356 Day we again enjoyed a trip to the
lovely central part of Switzerland featured in one of John Hearn’s recent photos.
And we took a photo of my 356 at exactly the same location where John shot
his masterpiece! For my Porsche, a 356 B T5 sunroof coupé, September 22 was
its 59th birthday. It was delivered 1960/09/22 to Sonauto in Paris, importer for
France, owned by Auguste Veuillet (Le Mans 1951). And, last not least, the body of
my dear 356 was completed by Reutter on 1960/09/19, Ferry Porsche’s birthday!

Above: Ron Taylor’s 1959 356A coupe across from East Twin Island,
in Priest Lake, Idaho.
22
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Robert Siegel of Worcester, Massachusetts, at the nearby Patch
Reservoir Dam and Bancroft Tower.

Above: Garrick Huey: 1963 356 Super T-6 coupe (unrestored) in front of NBA
Star Stephen Curry’s Select Camp at The Ultimate Fieldhouse in Walnut Creek,
California. Curry was a resident of Walnut Creek and would host basketball camps
for the youth and college athletes. He purchased his own Porsches from the local
dealer in town, Porsche Walnut Creek! KT356F
Below: Jay Dankovich’s 1963 356 T-6 B on an early sunny September morning in
Leland, Michigan.

Restoration
Opening
Available!

1964 Porsche 356C Cabriolet:
Red/Black.

Are you looking to complete
a full Concours restoration on your
classic Porsche, Mercedes or Ferrari?
We have a rare opening available in our
in-house facility. Please contact us for details.

1958 Porsche 356A SUPER Cabriolet:
Concours Winner.

1965 Porsche 356C Cabriolet:
Bali Blue/Fawn.

1965 Porsche 356C Coupe: ORIGINAL
PAINT. Several Coupes available.

1966 & ‘68 Porsche 912 Coupe:
ORIGINAL PAINT, both Lt Ivory/Black.

Plus, we specialize
in collision work
on 356 &
early 911 cars.
1973 Porsche 911RS Coupe:
Light Yellow/Black.

BUY, SELL, CONSIGN, RESTORE
PORSCHE • JAGUAR • FERRARI • MERCEDES • ASTON MARTIN
OVER 60 VEHICLES IN STOCK • CURRENT INVENTORY ONLINE

Call or stop by in Southern California: 1665 Babcock Street, Costa Mesa, CA 92627
Tel: 949-650-4718 • info@europeancollectibles.com • www.europeancollectibles.com

We have been producing Concours show winners for over 30 years.
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High Desert
Holiday 2019
By Steve Proctor
Photos by John Hearn and Bruce Sweetman

W

hen the Arizona Outlaws 356 Club planned its fifth West Coast
Holiday in Flagstaff, they expected a response for their 2019 event
similar to the previous four, with registrations trickling in over a
period of a few months.
Not so! Registration opened on the 8th of March and 356ers
immediately deluged the site with a slew of registrations, 116 on the first
day alone! In fact, when Scott Evans apprised the other two co-chairs
(David Gill and Steve Proctor) that he would open the Club Registration
website for a few hours on the 7th so they could test-run it with their
registrations, three other Registry members sneaked in and registered
as well. The onslaught was officially underway, and the event was filled
to capacity in a matter of four days. To accommodate the registration
frenzy, David Gill went back to Little America, the host hotel, for more
rooms—not once, but twice—adding 20, then another 20 until the

hotel said no more at the block rate. And so it began, with registrants
from coast to coast in the US, as well as Australia, Canada, Denmark,
England, Japan, and Mexico.
As with the previous Outlaw holidays “on-the-nines,” in 1979,
1989, 1999, and 2009, much planning went into the event, including
the selection of the event dates, as Arizona weather can be a concern.
September and early October temperatures in the desert can still be in
the 100-degree range, uncomfortable for travelers from the West Coast
or those coming through Southern Arizona. Conversely, a potential early
onset of winter weather at the 7,000-foot altitude of Flagstaff can bring
October snow. The choice of October 2–6 attempted to thread the needle.
As luck would have it, even though there had been snowfall the week
before, the weather for the Holiday could not have been better, with cool
mornings and sunny temperatures in the 70s during the day. Perfect!

Above left: Ron Clarke brought his period-correct skis, just in case. Above right: Meanwhile, Bill Cooper did find some early morning frost, at least.
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Above left: Greg Louis and Elizabeth Akers checked out the Grand Canyon. Below left: Al Stiglmeier freshens up his C cabriolet after one of the event’s scenic
drives. Below middle: Dave Miller’s interpretation of the Type 64 in bare aluminum, driven from North Carolina.

Above left: Event Co-chair David Gill explains the Outlaw Javelina tradition. Above middle: Curt Dansby cracks up Mark Harston and Rhys Haydon.
Above right: From Japan, Ichiro and Chizuko Yanagisawa (L & R) and Joji Ishikawa attended their second Arizona WCH. Below right: Hopi dancers awed
the crowd with their Arrow (left) and Butterfly Dances.

Party On

Registrants began arriving on Wednesday afternoon and were treated to
a well-stocked hospitality suite throughout the event. Barbara Proctor
manned the room and kept beer, wine, sodas, ice, and snacks well
stocked and conversation going, earning the title of “Hostess with the
Mostest,” as conferred by 356 Registry Trustee Debbie Cooper.
The welcome reception on Thursday night featured an elegant array
of hors d’oeuvres and a proclamation from the Mayor of Flagstaff declaring the week as Porsche 356 Week—and what a week it was!
A second reception on Friday night centered upon a Hopi Native
American education event featuring dancers from Second Mesa, Arizona.
Dressed in beautiful hand-made Hopi regalia, the young dancers brought
their energy and endurance to their performance, and the group’s
leader, Justin Secakuku, enhanced the presentation with an informative
description of the dances, costumes, and culture of the Hopi people. The
group was rewarded with a hearty and spontaneous standing ovation in
appreciation of this very special and unique addition to the Holiday.
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Above left: Dan Lawson of
Competition Engineering
addressed a packed room.
Above right: Fellow tech session
presenter Matt Howard of Deluxe
Customs also did some minor
wrenching in the parking area.
Left: Door prize queen Deborah
Evans presents some Roadster
slippers to Stan Yarrish.
Right: Bob and Paula Williamson
in their award-winning
Speedster. Below right: Jules
Dielen and Mario Manzo discuss
their recent restorations.

Back to the Cars

Flagstaff, with immediate proximity to I-40, I-17, and Route 66, offered
a wonderful array of drives in the gorgeous natural scenery of Northern
Arizona, and attendees took full advantage. Tom Reyman and his team
put together drives to virtually all of Northern Arizona’s jewels: the Grand
Canyon, Sedona, Jerome, Meteor Crater, Wapatki Pueblo, and more. The
drive directions were well documented, and
assigned leaders and sweepers made sure that
drivers got to and from their destinations.
Three tech sessions were held Friday to
ample crowds. Dan Lawson of Competition Engineering in Phoenix discussed nuances in engine
building, Matt Howard of Deluxe Customs in
Tempe outlined his comprehensive process for
turn-key restorations, and Scott Johnson of Stuttgart Upholstery added a detailed presentation
about 356 upholstery.
Saturday brought the People’s Choice
Concours, organized by Len Erie and his team.
One hundred sixty-eight stunning cars filled
the parking lot under sunny skies, shared with
large vats of steaming hot coffee and Danish.
Registrants walked through the parking lot,
marking their ballots as they went, and turned
them in faithfully at noon. Vote tabulation was
done by a team using a custom program developed by Scott Evans, which he playfully named
the “Tabutron 9000.” It worked perfectly, with
close to 4,500 separate ballot entries tabulated
in a matter of two hours.
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Dinner is Served

Saturday night was the awards banquet. After a pre-banquet cocktail
party, the banquet room was filled right to the fire marshall-mandated
capacity, as 350 attendees dined on prime rib, salmon, chicken, and
vegetarian fare, with plenty of wine to go around. Deborah Evans did
her very best Vanna White impersonation, announcing and awarding

Right: L to R: Mike
Goldberg, Steve Fox,
President Dansby and
President Emeritus
Chuck House.
Far right: Keynote
speaker Renee
Brinkerhoff.
Below right: Outlaw
podium Alan Surgi
(1st), Don Bell (3rd),
Randy Knuth (2nd)

door prizes in three sessions, interspersed with other awards banquet
agenda items.
Keynote Speaker Renee Brinkerhoff of Valkyrie Racing did not
disappoint with her presentation, describing how she got into rally
racing a 356, her successes in the La Carrera Panamericana, and her
progress to date in her quest to race her 356 on all seven continents,
an unprecedented feat. Her energy, excitement, and optimism were
contagious. She finished with a heartfelt discussion of how and why
she began her Valkyrie Gives charity, with a mission to fight child
trafficking throughout the world. At the conclusion, she was presented
a commendation and a $1,000 check to Valkyrie Gives from the Arizona
Outlaws 356 Club.
Next came the People’s Choice Concours awards, presented
Olympic Medal style, with medallions in gold, silver, and bronze, and
German tri-color ribbons. Renee Brinkerhoff graciously looped the
awards around the winners’ necks, from third to first place. The evening concluded with 356 Registry President Curt Dansby’s award of a
free High Desert Holiday, reimbursing event fees to a lucky participant.
Finally, Ron Delmendo presented a teaser for the 2020 Bend, Oregon
Holiday—looks like a can’t-miss!!!
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Right: Sculptor Jeff
Gamble presents a
coveted cast bronze
Arizona Outlaws badge
to door prize winner
Rick Carns.
Far right: Ruth
Garretson holds court
with Dave Miller and
Beth Weiss.
Below right: Sunday
morning was a
swapper’s delight.

Almost Time for Goodbye

Sunday’s swap meet, managed by Jeff Flaherty, his wife Kelly, and many
volunteers, was very well attended, with an amazing assortment of parts
and accessories, including some rare 4-cam parts.
The long-standing Arizona Outlaws tradition of awarding the “Whining Swine,” a plush javelina toy, to anyone caught complaining, was only
bestowed once, so we have to believe that people either enjoyed the event,
or had the good sense not to complain—we’re going with the former.
The Arizona Outlaws Club would like to thank all of the selfless
volunteers who put in thousands of hours planning and executing the
event, and to all of the registrants for making the fifth Arizona Outlaws
West Coast Holiday offering a success. The kudos received made it all
worthwhile and remember, 2029 is just a short ten years away...

Concours Winners:

Pre-A
Third Place: Steven Stacy, Albuquerque, NM
Second Place: Larry Ashton, Tucson, AZ
First Place: Doug Naef, Milwaukie, OR
A-Closed
Third Place: Mick Summa, Seattle, WA
Second Place: David Gill, Sedona, AZ
First Place: Chip Perry, Blowing Rock, NC
A-Open
Third Place: Jamie Clark, Tucson, AZ
Second Place: Tod Detro, Los Altos, CA
First Place: John Laur, Fountain Valley, CA
B-Closed
Third Place: Chuck Rancatti, Mukilteo, WA
Second Place: Roscoe Stimpson, Prescott Valley, AZ
First Place: Mario Manzo, Sacramento, CA
B-Open
Third Place: Brad Barrett, Calistoga, CA
Second Place: Garry Wolf, Albuquerque, NM
First Place: Lynne Bell, Sedona, AZ
C-Closed
Third Place: Charlie Presta, Racine, WI
Second Place: Gary Thies, Arroyo Grande, CA
First Place: Jim Puckett, Albuquerque, NM
28
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C-Open
Third Place: Al Stiglmeier, Lihue, HI
Second Place: George Dunn, St. Petersburg, FL
First Place: Bob King, Medford, OR
Survivor
Rachel Nelson, Shingle Springs, CA
Legacy
Jim King, Manlius, NY
Special Interest
Dave Miller, China Grove, NC
Outlaw
Third Place: Don Bell, Sedona, AZ
Second Place: Randall Knuth, Tucson, AZ
First Place: Alan Surgi, Granada Hills, CA
Speedster
Third Place: Dana McDaniel, Novato, CA
Second Place: Bob Williamson, Topsfield, MA
First Place: Steve Proctor, Tucson, AZ
Best of Show
Tod Detro, Los Altos, CA
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M AR K ET WATCH

MONTER EY 2019
Car Week was weak overall, but some Porsches remained strong
By Prescott Kelly Additional reporting by Bartz Schneider
Photos courtesy the auction houses and as noted

F

ive auctions occurred during Monterey car week, but few humans
made more than three. I was filling in for Barbara and Vic Skirmants,
who couldn’t make it to Monterey this year, so I covered Bonhams,
RM Sothebys, and Gooding. Bartz Schneider covered Mecum, Russo &
Steele, and Worldwide. Let’s see what happened.

Lot B24

Bonhams

Bonhams held its event as usual at the back end of the Quail property in
Carmel Valley off San Carlos Road. They had six 356s and one Spyder, the
biggest turnout of our cars among the big three auctions houses.
Lot 24 was a 1957 356A T-2 Speedster, serial number 84142, presented
in silver paint over a red interior, a change from its original Ruby Red. It
was one of a number of cars from the collection of the late Ted Gildred,
a long-time automobile and Porsche enthusiast who was a successful
real estate developer in San Diego County and then US Ambassador to
Argentina under President Reagan. In general, Gildred’s cars at auction
were not impressive, this one included.
Originally a US delivery, it had been restored about 15 years ago in
Australia to a low standard. The car had good flat panels and good gaps,
but that was achieved with a lot of Bondo, ranging from 17 mils to off the
register at 22-plus, weak paint, incorrectly installed weatherstripping, and
predominantly reproduction trim, largely in poor condition, including a
shine-up rear light, mirror, decos, wheels, and incorrect Super repopped
hubcaps, and more. The original bumper uprights and overriders were
missing on the US-spec build. A non-rebuilt, original engine and gearbox
were included with the sale, with a 912 engine and later gearbox installed.
The engine compartment was quite rough. Bonhams estimated the car at
a fulsome $375,000–$450,000 but with no reserve. The car hammered
at $282,000 for a final price of $315,200 after buyer’s premium. (NB: All
three of the major auction houses have the buyer’s premium at 12 percent
on the first $250,000 of hammer price, and 10 percent on amounts above
that.) That’s too much for this example, but not horribly so.
Lot 29 was a 1956 356A Carrera GS coupe, another Ted Gildred car that
Bonhams had high hopes for. It was serial number 56118 in pleasing
silver over a blue interior, and the paint had consistent small metallic
flakes, evenly applied. The engine was a replacement, number 90702
from an early 1956 Carrera Speedster, serial number 82031. The missing
original engine was 90607. The gearbox was a matching unit and all
the body panels, lids, and doors were reported to be correct, original,
numbers-matching pieces. Body panels seemed a bit rounded, some
gaps were wide, and some edges were rounded off. The restoration used
a lot of plastic filler except on the hood, up to and including the roof,
where you rarely find filler. Bumpers were nice, with correct polished
30
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uprights. Other trim was largely reproduction. The interior had a lot of
patina, and parts of it could well have been original, such as door panels
and instruments. It was a European delivery and stayed there until 2014.
The car was presented with its Kardex (factory build card) and a Certificate of Authenticity (CoA). In essence the car was a tweener—a good
restoration project, but because of the mismatched engine, not a prime
collectible example. Of course, these days it’s only a few hours of careful
work away from being able to claim an immaculate re-conception with
a matching engine. Restamped, that is. Pahtooey. Against an estimate
of $500,000–$600,000 (not terribly unrealistic), the car hammered at
$370,000 for an all-in of $412,000. That’s a very fair price and, after a
mechanical refurb, the car would be a prime tour car. A 356A Carrera is
eligible for every tour in the world. Well bought.
Lot 30 was Ted Gildred’s 1959 356A Convertible D, which had been
on at least four California Milles between 2006 and 2014, and some
Copperstate 1000s. It was serial number 86154 with a heated-up SC
engine, number 741460. The original matching-number engine was
included in the sale. Originally a California car, it had bounced around
the western US. The penultimate owner, Mari Johnson of San Francisco,
gave the car to the late Alex Bivens to finish off its restoration. Alex
was a good 356 restorer, and the car had good, flat panels with good

Lot B29

Lot B30

shut lines, edges, and gaps, but with heavy Bondo on every panel. Paint
was now a tad worn, with a bubble on the cowl. Trim was mostly nice
except for 5.5-inch Brazilian repro wheels with fat tires. The older black
leather interior was worn, especially the rugs and the top. The engine
compartment was well turned-out. This Conv D was a strong potential
driver and tour car. It sold for $135,000, or $151,200 after buyer’s
premium. If the buyer wanted a driver, this car was fairly bought.
Lot 112 was a 1963 Carrera 2 coupe, serial number 124097, with its
matching-number engine, 97249. The car presented well in its original
Signal Red over a tan interior, with attractive corduroy GT seats installed
in place of the originals. Those original seats were included with the sale,
in tan leather with tan corduroy inserts—also attractive. This Carrera 2
was presented with its Kardex and CoA. The mechanicals and body panels
were reported to be all correctly numbers-matching. The car was well
outfitted with a Bruce Crawford-redone wood steering wheel with deluxe
horn ring, sport exhaust with louvered rear valence, and Blaupunkt
radio. The Kardex-specified roll bar was missing. Registry stalwart and
356 restoration guru Jim Liberty restored the car, and the mechanics
were done by the very well-regarded Bill Richardson. Panels, edges, and
gaps were exemplary, as was the paint. The floors looked original with
the horsehair padding all there. Trim pieces were all terrific restored
originals, not reproductions, with a callout for restored door handle
pushbuttons: two “Atta-boys.” All-in-all the car was an excellent example.
Against a presale estimated range of $600,000–$700,000, the car was
a no sale at an indicated high bid of $400,000. Hmm. That’s weak. The
owner was right to keep the car.

Lot B112

Lot B207

Continuing the Carrera theme, Lot 207 was a 1957 356A Carrera GS
coupe, serial number 58295, with a non-matching 1500 Type 547 fourcam engine, number 90785. The original engine, number 90724, had
been located in Southern California and that contact information was to
be provided to the buyer. The Type 644 gearbox and all the body panels
were numbers-matching. The colors were not. Originally built in metallic
silver with a wine red interior, the car now was red with a tan interior.
Fortunately, the Kardex and CoA were supplied at the auction. Of interest,
the gearbox had a racing “D” second gear good for 55 mph, according to
Vic Skirmants, who rebuilt the box. The engine was a full rebuild by Billy
Doyle. So both mechanical rebuilders were the very best in their fields.
The car had one owner since 1975, and he had kept full maintenance records. He also had a big-bore 356 SC engine built up for the car.
That spare engine was included in the sale. Bartz and I thought the body
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panels were all too rounded, with too wide gaps, and ample evidence
of plastic filler. The paint had held up well except for lots of dings at
the front and on the door edges. The car was trimmed out well with
a pea-shooter exhaust (sounds great!), correct Carrera scripts, correct
chrome wheels, a deluxe horn ring, and wire basket headlight covers.
The interior was crisp, but the texture was off. The engine compartment
was stellar. Bonhams estimated $500,000–$600,000 presale, against
which it was a no-sale at a reported high bid of $420,000. No buyers
in the room. Anywhere in the fours, the car was a good buy—again, a
strong driver and potential tour car.
Lot 208 was a 1957 356A Speedster, serial number 83454, with a nonmatching engine, number 64110. It was painted in Signal Red with a tan
leather (stock was vinyl) interior, a change from the original Meissen
Blue over black. The car’s Kardex and CoA were supplied. Originally a
US-delivered Speedster, the car was in rough condition when restored by
Angelo Pino in the early nineties. Pino was the “go-to” guy of his era, so
we’d all assumed that the metalwork and paint were very well executed.
The interior was by Thomas Pocius, also top-notch. After that, the car went
into hibernation again, to emerge 25 years later in 2017. With a thorough
refurbishment by Joe Almers, the car at auction was very fresh. Panels,
gaps, and edges were all Pino-good. The floors were very nice, perhaps
original. The paint had held up well, with lots of micro scratches but no
big flaws. The interior was stellar. The trim presented well with correct
bumper overriders, painted wheels (hooray), and correct Normal-engine
baby moon hubcaps. The engine compartment looked correct but was very
dirty. Bonhams estimated it presale at $250,000–$300,000. It hammered
at $174,000, for an all-in of $195,000. For a Pino/Pocius car, even with
mismatched engine, that was an excellent deal. Where was my paddle?
Lastly, Bonhams Lot 144 was a 1959 Type 718 RSK Spyder, chassis
number 718-028, in silver over tan. This car was delivered new to racer
Christian Goethals of Belgium, who raced it steadily but not intensively
all over the world during 1959 and 1960, including in Africa and South
America. The car was lost to history for 20 years before turning up in
Dayton, Ohio, in the collection of German expat Herbert Frankenstein.
Later, collector Rick Grant bought the car. Thereafter, he called on John
Higgins, an accomplished professional driver in his day, to campaign the
Spyder in literally hundreds of vintage races all over North America. The
center-seat RSK, one of five or six such cars, was designed by Porsche
to run Formula 2 races in Europe. The cars were often switched back
and forth with left-hand drive. It was powered by a racing Type 547/3
engine, reportedly one of the last engines the late Billy Doyle rebuilt.
Thanks to its relatively light-duty racing career when new, the car had its
original engine (number 90220), original gearbox (number 718023),
and reportedly also its original aluminum body. With some minor
spares included, the car was estimated at $4,000,000–$6,000,000.
It was not sold, with an indicated high bid of $3,700,000. For vintage
racers, this was a Spyder to own, checked out and marvelously wellknown and respected. For collectors, because of its originality, it was
a Spyder to own and restore, if that’s your bent. Opportunities missed,
in my opinion.

RM Sothebys

RM Sothebys held its event at the Portola Hotel in downtown Monterey.
RM had five cars from our era, four 356s and a Spyder.
Lot 260 was a 1956 European coupe, a relic from the months when
Porsche adopted “names” for its 356s for the US at the behest of the
then-US importer/distributor Max Hoffman, along with the better-known
“Continental” (that Ford nixed), and the seldom seen “America.” This car
garnered a lot of presale interest because it showed well in the catalog
and online. It was serial number 55425 with engine number 48989042,
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Lot B208

Lot B144

an old single-carb Porsche industrial engine Type 616/33-1 rebuilt with
twin Weber carbs, an Elgin cam, and 1,700cc P&Cs. That was a valuekilling move.
It was attractive, painted Fashion Gray with a red interior. That,
however, was a color change from the original Aquamarine Blue
Metallic, which you could determine only by checking out a May 2017
article on the car in Excellence magazine. A lot of details on the car were
nicely done, as was the Autos International interior. The flaws were a
paint failure on the driver’s door and that the car was packed with filler.
For example, the trailing edge of the passenger side fender was almost
1/4-inch thick with filler and it was squared off. We were pleased by some
terrific details, like horsehair padding under the gas tank straps, perfect
seat hinges and seat rails, and great instruments and steering wheel...
well, except for a terrible repro horn button. Reportedly, at a PCA Zone 7

Lot RM328
Lot RM348

Concours in 2016, the car scored 296 out of 300 points. I certainly hope
that the new owner did not use that result as proof of the car being very
original. Against a presale estimate of $150,000–$200,000 and with no
reserve, the coupe hammered at $110,000 for a final price of $126,000.
Not my cup of plastic.
Lot 328 was a 1965 356C cabriolet, serial number 161584, with engine
number 716617. The car was Signal Red over a black interior and
was all Kardex/CoA-matching numbers and colors. It was a lifelong
California car, brought west by the distributor Competition Motors, and
sold through Four J Motors in Huntington Beach. The first owner was
in Goleta—just above Santa Barbara. The cab was nicely optioned with
chrome wheels, fog lamps, VDM wood steering wheel, and seat belts, with
a Blaupunkt radio installed by the dealer, as was common practice in the
day. A 2015–2016 restoration found all-original body panels, but with
metalwork needed on door bottoms, battery tray, and the nose, which
must have been pranged. Plastic filler prevailed, but the panel fit and
gaps were good, with a little lumpiness on the sides. The passenger door
was out at the bottom rear. Some reused trim was well-worn, and the
vinyl that replaced the original leather on the seats had the wrong finish.
It had a new top. With a presale estimate of $175,000–$225,000, with
no reserve, the car hammered at $140,000 for a final of $156,800 after
buyer’s premium. Bartz liked the result, while I’d spend more money to
get a better car.
Lot 348 was a 1960 Type 718 RS 60 Spyder, serial number 718-044, with
engine 90505. It was one of four Factory team-raced RS 60s, by some
famous drivers at renowned tracks—but with no finishes. At Le Mans in
June 1960, with Jo Bonnier and Graham Hill driving, the car lasted 18
hours before a dropped valve caused a DNF while running 14th overall and
leading the two-liter class. It was the fastest among the four Spyders and the
single Carrera Abarth coupe running at Le Mans that year. Its next race was
at the Sebring 12 Hours in March 1961, driven by Hans Hermann and Edgar
Barth. In the tenth hour, a broken camshaft resulted in a DNF.
At the April 1961 running of the Targa Florio, this RS 60 was manned
by Stirling Moss and Graham Hill. The little car became a legend that day
by running up to thirty seconds per lap faster than the fastest Ferrari—
the perfect match of car, driver, and track. Just five miles from the finish
line on the last lap, the Spyder’s differential seized. Von Trips’s Ferrari
won, but Von Trips famously handed the winner’s trophy to Moss at the

ceremony. The car’s last Factory race was in May 1961 at Nurburgring,
where a burned piston put the car out.
Porsche of America acquired the car and brought it to the US in
June 1961. Jo Bonnier drove it to second overall at the Mosport Players
200. PoA then sold the car to Bernhard Vihl, who backed the young Bob
Holbert. Holbert drove it to several wins at the Bahamas Speed Week in
December 1961. Thereafter Holbert drove it in more than 20 races, with
perhaps 10 overall and class wins in SCCA’s E Modifed Class. Retired
from racing, the Spyder passed through several notable owners, vintage
racers, and collectors, including (that I know of) Warren Eads, Terry
Jones, Cal Turner, and Larry Bowman. Incidentally, the other three
Factory team RS60s are in the collections of the Porsche Museum, Miles
Collier, and Joe Lacob. Nice little fraternity, that.
Against a presale estimate of $5,750,000–$7,750,000, the car sold
with at a high bid of $4,650,000, for a final $5,120,000 after buyer’s
premium. A well-known collector and dealer from Long Island’s North
Shore bought the car. I spent some time with this car in 2004 and was
impressed by both its history and the special nuances this Factory team
car had vs. customer RS 60s. It’s a special car. Even after taking into
account the currently weak market, I think this Spyder was well-bought.
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Bruce Sweetman

Lot RM260

Dick uses a simple technique: “Here are 20 pre-signed checks. Please
spend my money wisely—I worked hard to earn it. And deliver to me the
very best car in the world.” (That’s only slightly apocryphal.) It works.
Craftsmen beat themselves up to measure up to Dick’s expectations.
Want nits? There were three, with thanks to Bartz: the rear reflectors had
pitted metal backs; there was a paint flaw on the right front fender; and
a ratchet catch on the hood did not work—30 minutes and $8 to rectify.
(Dick will be calling John tomorrow.)
The Willhoit-Moran combination makes buying this roadster a
no-brainer. If you want it, just pay for it. Some lucky buyer did—to the
tune of a high bid of $550,000 for a final number of $610,000. And that,
ladies and gentlemen, was a fair buy. Life is just better with a best-inthe-world, black/brown, Rudge-wheeled, Super 90 Twin Grille Roadster.

Bruce Sweetman

Lot RM360

Lot 360 was a 1962 356B “Twin-Grille” Roadster, serial number 89677,
with a Super engine, number 700342. It was painted in Bali Blue over a
Dove Gray interior—a very desirable color combination. The engine and
gearbox matched the Kardex, but the colors were not likewise specified,
although the paint code tag was the correct 6212. The wife of a Boston
architect bought it new at Sonauto in Paris, in US spec, with options of
chrome wheels, fog lamps, and a Les Leston wood steering wheel. The car
had copious Bondo on it, but generally good gaps and edges with paint in
good condition, except for the tops of the doors. The floors were solid but
heavily recoated. A somewhat worn interior had full leather replacing the
original vinyl. Door panels looked to be original, with worn pockets, as
did all the wheels. The car showed 97,000 miles, thought to be accurate.
It had an award from the 2018 Hilton Head Concours. Against a presale
estimate of $350,000–$425,000, this roadster hammered at $325,000
for an all-in of $362,500. That’s a little below retail for a good Bali Blue
Twin Grille built with a Super engine. Super 90s get more, Normals
less, boring colors less still. See below for a Twin Grille that broke the
proverbial bank.
I know you want to read about the so-called Porsche Type 64 at RM,
but I will save my harangue for the end of the article. So please stay tuned.

Gooding and Company

Lot 56 was a 1958 356A Speedster, serial number 83895, with a 912 engine,
number 744333. It was presented in attractive Meissen Blue with a blue
interior and tan rugs. There was no Kardex or CoA with the car, and the
assumption was that the colors were not Kardex-matching. Panel fit, gaps,
and edges were good. The car had a coat of body filler but was not off the
charts. The trim was mostly correct and very nice, with correct US bumper
overriders, side spears, chrome wheels, and a flat Nardi wood steering
wheel. The engine compartment was well turned-out. The interior and the
trunk were worn, dirty, and only middling. Reportedly, the jack and tool
kit were original to the car. With a presale estimate of $275,000–$325,000,
this Speedster brought $255,000 at the hammer for $285,500 after buyer’s
premium. That was a fair result for a good driver-quality Speedster.
Lot 64 was a 1956 356A coupe, serial number 57678, with its original
Normal engine, number 63125. The colors were black paint, as original,
over a red vinyl interior, which was a change from the original black.
The interior showed minimal wear. Bodywork included plastic filler that
was really thick on the driver’s side. Panel fit, gaps, and edges were just
passable. The trim was predominantly reproduction and mostly pitted and
scratched. But the car had painted wheels (hooray) with Normal engineappropriate baby moon hubcaps. The floors looked to be original but were
painted a very glossy black. The car sold for $75,000 hammer, or $84,000
all-in, a fair price for a matching-engine, driver-quality black 356A coupe.
Lot 122 was a 1951 356 coupe, serial number 5575, with an unstamped
Type 729 engine. If I remember my sales literature correctly, that was a
late 1950s marine engine that would have to be heavily rebuilt to power
an early 356. The car was brought to auction in its original colors of
ivory paint over a red vinyl interior. The car sold new in Munich and then
was brought to America in mid-1961. It passed through six owners to the
current owner in 1982, so 37 years with that person. As purchased in

Gooding’s auction was held as usual at the Equestrian Center at Pebble
Beach—a spacious and convenient location.
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Lot G10

Brian Henniker

Their first Porsche lot was Lot 10, a 1962 356B “Twin Grille” Roadster,
serial number 89765, with its Kardex-matching Super 90 engine, number
804218. Only 37 of the 248 Twin Grilles had a Super 90 engine from
the Factory, while perhaps half of them have a Super 90 today. The car
also had Kardex-matching colors of black paint over a medium brown
interior. All of that made the car desirable, but then came the chrome
Rudge knock-off wheels. Although not original to the car, they add a lot of
eyeball appeal but at the cost of 25-plus pounds per corner in unsprung
weight. Think “heavy beauty.”
Most important to us is that John Willhoit restored it for Dick Moran.
John is well known throughout the marketplace as a hugely skilled, premium-quality 356 restorer. Dick, while less well-known, is a hugely competent Porsche aficionado, who has funded best-in-world restorations
of many Porsches, most famously three 911Rs and as many as six 1973
Carrera RSs, including three astonishing Lightweights in recent years.

Brian Henniker

Lot G133

Bruce Sweetman

Lot G56

Lot 133 was a 1953 356 coupe, serial number 50813, with engine number
31618, and matching numbers per the Kardex. It was painted the periodcorrect Adria Blue Metallic over a gray interior, but those colors were
not specified as original to the car. That aside, the San Diego owner and
restoration “general contractor” is known to do good work with a lot of
attention to detail. The trim on this car was outstanding. Full disclosure: I
judged this car at the Concours on the Avenue in Carmel-by-the-Sea during
Monterey week in 2018. Bob Carpenter and I gave it a First in Class. At PCA’s
Parade in 2018, the car earned 299.8 out of 300.0 points available. Now,
just a year later, some news has developed. First, I can paint meter it when
it’s up for sale (not in concours judging), and that showed plastic filler.
Further, the paint had started to shrink over the plastic on the hood and
cowl. Still, I was surprised when the top bid was $200,000 for a no-sale.
Typically, an early car with attractive colors, well restored, with huge
concours wins would draw big money. I am not sure what happened here.

Mecum

Thanks and credit go to Bartz Schneider for reporting his findings on
these selected cars.

Brian Henniker

Lot G64

Mecum’s Lot S99 was a car that Bartz liked a lot: a 1959 356A Convertible
D, serial number 86233. He was so excited he forgot to get the engine
number. The car was Meissen Blue over a red leather interior. No Kardex
was available, but it was thought to be a matching car. Body panels were
dead flat, gaps were even and correct, edges were perfect, the door jambs
were perfect, and the paint was flawless everywhere. The floors were
original and not recoated or painted. The trim was all excellent, including
the original wheels, with only the shine-up rear light and the front parkinglight bezels showing any wear. It had an incorrect engine lid grille. Every
detail in the engine compartment was correct and sparkling. The trunk was

Lot G122

Lot M S99

John Hearn

1982, the car had rolled front and rear valences and no bumpers, with air
vents cut into the front bodywork. After a full restoration between 2004
and 2015, with metal work, paint, and an Autos International interior, the
car was very fresh at auction. It was also Bondo-laden, and the doors did
not fit well. Gaps were generally variable, especially the hood. It is likely
that the car was interpreted to be very unoriginal, and therefore really a
candidate for re-restoration. Because it was a very rare four-digit serial
number, some examples of which have sold for more than $1,000,000,
it could be worth the effort and the investment. The car was a no-sale
with a $380,000 high bid. I think the owner should have taken it, but he
probably had seen those million-dollar four-digit sales results. Restored
to as-built specifications, the car would have been worth much more.
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likewise, with a Lemmerz chrome spare wheel, an original restored jack,
and correct horsehair under the gas tank straps. The red leather interior
was as-new, with very light wear on the driver’s seat. Dash, instruments,
steering wheel (with deluxe horn ring), and column were all perfect, save
the discoloration on the original horn button. Mecum estimated the car
presale at $250,000–$300,000. It hammered at $285,000, for $315,000
after the 10-percent buyer’s premium. That’s Speedster-strong money, but
Bartz says the car was well worth it.
Mecum also had Lot F22, a 1962 356B Twin-Grille Roadster, a popular
model at Monterey this year. This one was serial number 89748, with
engine number 805662, a Super 90 from early 1963 production that
replaced the car’s original 75-horsepower Super engine. It was painted
desirable Oslo Blue over a really red leather interior. The body panels
were slightly bowed out, indicating plastic filler, but the gaps and edges
were excellent. The floors were thought to be new replacements. The
paint was also excellent. Most of the chrome was new, either restored
pieces or reproductions—all looked good, with original wheels. The
interior was well-detailed everywhere—no flaws, with a new top.
The engine compartment was stellar with its replacement Super 90. The
estimate for the car was $375,000–$450,000, but the high bid was just
$240,000. The car was a no-sale. Bartz and I agree that this car was
better than the Twin Grille at RM, but obviously not the Willhoit/Moran
example at Gooding. It probably was worth $350,000–$375,000, so the
owner was right to keep it.

Lot M F22

Lot M S166

Lot S166 was a 1961 356B T-5 roadster with serial number 89134, built
with a Normal engine, number 604812, but now carrying a Harry Pellow
912 engine. The car was Aetna Blue over a black interior that was a change
from the original light gray. Bodywork was very good—flat panels, sharp,
even gaps, and correct edges. Paint was excellent everywhere including
door jambs and all edges. Trim was variable—some very good, some
worn and chipped or pitted. The car was on aftermarket aluminum
wheels that Bartz did not recognize, probably Coddingtons. The interior
was all black vinyl and was very lightly used. The engine compartment
was well-turned-out and the Pellow engine looked just like it should.
Against a presale estimate of $160,000–$185,000, the car hammered at
$160,000 for $176,000 after buyer’s premium.

Russo & Steele

Bartz also covered Russo and Steele for us. There were two noteworthy
cars there.
First up was a 1958 356A coupe, serial number 102946, with its matching-number Normal engine, number 68860. The car was painted in rare
and attractive Auratium Green, with a tan interior. Bartz thought the car
was really excellent, Gooding- or RM-worthy. The owner reported that
he would have gone to Gooding, but he could not get a reserve there.
(NB: The major houses do not give reserves on cars that are anticipated
to sell under $250,000.) This car was reserved at $200,000, which is
over market, but the specs were noteworthy. The bodywork was perfect, as were gaps and edges and all the chrome trim. The paint was
excellent with no flaws visible, and with exceptional attention to detail
in the jambs, on the hinges, dash, seat rails, and so on. The wheels
were all five Lemmerz, dated 2.56, and well-painted (hooray). The jack
was restored correctly, and the tool kit was a complete original. The
interior was lightly used and very nicely executed. The owner and car
came from Toronto. We do not know who restored it, but we’d like to—
they did a stellar job. Against a presale estimate of $200,000–$275,000
the car was a no-sale. Admittedly, $200,000 is rarified air for a 356A
coupe. We all should have considered this car—a high-quality 356A
coupe in Auratium Green over tan would be difficult to duplicate for
that money.
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Lastly, Bartz found a 1955 356 Speedster, serial number 81210, with a
Type 546/2 normal 1,500cc engine, number 34321, which is in the correct
range for this year and model. Paint was Signal Red over a tan interior. The
car was not in the R&S catalog but had a prominent display space. Drew
Alcazar, owner of the auction company, took a personal interest in this
car and spent some time showing Bartz all the interesting pre-A details
(that Bartz already knew), but good for Drew. This Speedster was nice,
not exceptional. Panels were flat, with good fit, gaps, and edges. The paint
was outstanding with no flaws showing. Good attention had been paid
to the door jambs, hinges, seat rails, and so on—the stuff Bartz loves.
Chrome was all excellent, including the incorrect bumper overriders,
which did not appear on US-spec cars until the 1957 models. The engine
compartment was highly detailed. The floors looked original, and were
straight and nicely repainted. The car sold for $220,000—a good deal.

Alas, the Volkswagen Type 60-K10 built by Porsche KG

Let’s get back to RM’s auction of the 1939 Volkswagen Type 60-K10,
Lot 362 on Saturday night at RM Sothebys. I’d rather not comment
at all on this car or the auction, but feel obliged to review it for you.
The car started off being controversial because RM widely publicized
its upcoming sale, always labelling the car a “1939 Porsche Type 64.”
A well-known Brit weighed in with a positive review of the car for RM,
and two well-regarded US race drivers drove the car at Willow Springs to
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Lot RM362

Bruce Sweetman

make a video for RM. RM’s representative for the car phrased it carefully:
“It is the oldest car to carry the Porsche nameplate,” pointing out that the
Porsche script on the front end was added to the car in the early postwar
years, supposedly by Ferry Porsche. That’s a lot of hype to contend with.
I take exception with most of it.
First, Porsche engineers were always precise, and to them the
car was always a 60-K10, which is to say the 10th body configuration
(K for Karosserie, or body) on the Type 60, which was the Volkswagen
Beetle. The car was, is, and always will be a Volkswagen Special—
a very significant and historic VW Special. Yes, it was patterned after
the earlier proposed VW sports car, the Type 64, but Porsche’s engineers knew there were important differences between the Type 64 and
the Type 60-K10 and they would never have conflated the two.
Second, the Porsche lettering on the front-end of the 60-K10 was
similar to that on the 1948 Porsche prototype roadster and Gmündbuilt 356s of 1949–1950 and was applied to the 60-K10 after that. Some
say it happened in 1948, even that Ferry Porsche helped do it, while
others point to as late as the mid-1950s.
I’ll simply point out that one could take any Ferdinand Porsche/
Porsche KG-designed automobile, starting with a 1900 Porsche-Lohner
chaise, put the early Porsche script on it, and call it the oldest car to
carry a Porsche nameplate. The 1933 N.S.U. could go one better because
it is, appearance-wise and mechanically, the direct progenitor to the
VW Type 60 Beetle and the 356. But enough of this. I will leave a definitive history of Mathe’s 60-K10 to someone more knowledgeable than I.
I would pay good money to read a Karl Ludvigsen-written article on it.
After the war, Austrian racer Otto Mathe bought the 60-K10 from
Porsche and used it as a hillclimb car for six or seven years, first with
Bardahl sponsorship, and then an oil additive carrying his name.
Mathe also raced a Gmünd coupe.
This very significant VW Special was documented in correspondence as being desired by Porsche AG in the late 1950s to early 1960s.
At that point, Otto Mathe was not ready to sell it. Later, in the mid-1990s,
when he was elderly and in poor health, he approached Porsche again
but was rebuffed. Very disappointed, perhaps even a little bitter, he had
his nurse—in the Swiss hospital where he would soon die—contact a
friend who in turn contacted me to help sell the 60-K10. I called an old
friend who was in the legal department at VW in Wolfsburg. For years
he had been the unofficial historian and archivist for Volkswagen, until
the job was officially created and VW hired Bernd Wirsch to be the
archivist and run their museum.
My legal department friend visited Mathe in the hospital, went to
Salzburg to see the car and parts, worked out a deal with Mathe for all
of it, wrote a contract, and put it into VW Chairman Ferdinand Piech’s
inbox. There it sat for some weeks; I’d guess five or six, from recollection.
I inquired about the contract several times. And yes, I had a stake in the
deal. The response was that one does not push on Herr Piech—that he’d
get to it when he got to it. Unfortunately for VW, he finally signed the deal
about ten days after Mathe had died. Mathe’s estate was not obligated to
honor the Volkswagen AG deal, and they chose not to.
About two-plus years later, in 1998, the car was sold to fellow
Austrian and author-racer-Porsche good-guy, Thomas Gruber. Thomas
in turn sold it in about 2008 to a German collector, the surviving widow
of whom consigned the car to RM for this auction.
The next mess is just that. At RM’s auction, the auctioneer, a
Dutchman with a combination accent who likely learned English from
a British teacher, clipped his pronunciation of 13, 14, 15, 16, and 17 so
that the clerk typing numbers onto the big board in the auction room
and online put up 30, 40, 50, 60 and 70—all millions. At first, I thought
it was a stunt. I was standing in the front corner of the auction room with
three RM executives. No one seemed perturbed at the outrageous and
unrealistic numbers. As the numbers mounted, the crowd went wild,
standing up, iPhones flashing, clapping, and yelling. At $70 million, the

auctioneer recognized the errors and had the clerk reset the board from
$70 to $17 million. Boos rained down, papers were thrown, and people
walked out.
A couple of days later, I replayed the tape. It was not a stunt; it was
a mistake. The auctioneer never clearly said “teen” until the 70-to-17
fix. He clipped the “teen” into a “nth” sound. The real clue for me
was that after each whole number he asked for “a half,” as in “16 and
a half” or “60 and a half.” Obviously, 30, 40, 50, or 60 “and a half”
make no sense. What’s a half there? $60,500,000 or $65,000,000? But
$16,500,000 makes perfect sense. RM took huge heat for the gaffe, with
Bloomberg issuing internet articles that night and the next morning
penned by Hannah Elliott, who was in the auction room with her significant other, Magnus Walker. Other blogs, websites, and newspapers
pounced on it the next day. It’s all online. One video of the auction on
the 60-K10 has almost 219,000 views as of this writing.
My observation was that there were no active bidders in the room,
perhaps because the opening bid of ostensibly $30,000,000 was already
way off their charts. The RM auctioneer ran through his progression
from the opening 13/30 to 17/70 in rapid order, taking one minute,
15 seconds. (NB: It is entirely legal and a standard auction house practice to enter non-existent, a.k.a. “chandelier,” bids up to the reserve on
a car.) At the reset from 70 to 17 million, there was one bidder on the
phone with an RM specialist. After four long minutes of waiting and
waiting on that bidder, or anyone else, to bid $17,500,000, the car was
a no-sale.
Whew. A bad day was had by all.
As always, I’ll happily take your comments and questions at
vintage911racer@gmail.com.
Keep the faith. KDF, Prescott
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Helen V to Highlands
Great Southern Drive 2019
By Daryle and Becky Higginbotham
Photos by John Hearn and Becky Higginbotham

M

ore than 64 cars and 148 fellow Registry members made it to the
2019 Helen V to Highlands Great Southern Drive this year. This is
the fifth time members of the Florida Owners Group and Southern
Owners Group hosted this regional event in the Alpine region of Helen,
Georgia. Located conveniently on Georgia Hwy 356 (for real), Tanglewood Cabins was the event headquarters for the 356 faithful.
The event is a labor of love for its many volunteers. This year’s
organizers were George Bryan, Sherry and Leonard Scrantz, Becky
and Daryle Higginbotham, Pete Bartelli, Lois and John Wolosick, Judy
and Rudy Bernhard, Mary and Glen Getchell (and Rascal), and Gordy
Smith, with special assistance from Ginger and Joe Cogbell, and Kim and
Joe DeNais. Janis Croft did a great job designing the graphics for the
event and was again instrumental in announcing the event to our fellow
Registry members using the Florida Owners Group website. John Hearn’s
photographic evidence is always appreciated. Also, special thanks to the
“Mystery Map Guy”; your contributions are greatly appreciated each year!
The extended weekend event was filled with activities each day,
followed by nightly bonfire socials. Fine wine and kegs of Werstiner
Dunkel flowed freely as you would expect at any Oktoberfest activity.
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Top: Morning social before the Wolf Mountain drive. Top right: Tommy Joe Conner. Above left: Friday’s photo safari winners. Above right: Brat Night with
Lois, John, and Gordy. Bottom left: Glen, Mary, and Rascal are ready for the photo safari. Bottom right: John the nudist, with Karen and Diane.

Live music from Tommy Joe Conner each night featured tunes from
Southern rock artists like The Allman Brothers, Little Feat, Atlanta
Rhythm Section, Elvis, and many more.
John and Lois Wolosick treated the guests to a Friday night bratwurst
cookout that featured a special family recipe of sauerkraut using juniper
berries, caraway seeds, and smoked bacon bits crafted by Chef Lindsey.
Mary and Glen Getchell arranged the Great Photo Safari scavenger
hunt. Teams were given a list of photos to take, with each photo weighted
with points based on difficulty. The diabolical twist was that all members of each team needed to be in the photo with no selfie sticks allowed.
During the next two days, 356 drivers were seen all over the North Georgia mountains gathering photos of scenic places while asking strangers
to help take the photos.

Participants could collect 50 points for a photo taken while getting arrested, 50 points for a photo in the back of an ambulance, and
50 points for a photo with a nudist. It could be said that some photos
went further than intended, but 356 owners are an inventive group that
enjoyed the impossible challenges.
Another of the highlights of the weekend was the drive to Wolf Mountain Vineyards along the winding and twisting roads of North Georgia. Wolf
Mountain is a fantastic local winery owned by the Karl Boegner family. Karl
is one of the founders of the Southern Owners Group and an avid collector
of Porsche and other fine German cars. Karl enjoyed sharing his collection
with our group and hosted an afternoon lunch of grapevine-smoked pork
sliders and specially prepared desserts. Thanks to Alice and Roy Garrison
for leading the Wolf Mountain hillclimb each day!
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Top left: Saturday’s team winners. Top middle: Wolf Mountain Vineyards tour. Top right: Chef Lindsey and the guest of honor. Above left: Sunday morning’s driver meeting.
Above right: Tom Tate on Highlands Gorge Road at Bridal Veil Falls.

Saturday night’s Pig Pickin’ is always a hit, but it all starts at about
5:00 a.m., when the whole hog begins its slow cooking with oak and
hickory, to perfection! Thanks to Chef Lindsey and all the Tanglewood
family for their dedication and hospitality throughout the weekend.
Sunday morning, all the 356s took a scenic 100-km drive over
the mountains and around Lake Burton to Glen-Ella Springs Inn and
Restaurant. There, Luci and her staff prepared another fine meal for
our guests including smoked turkey, sun-dried tomato grits, and salad,
followed with a “Brown Betty” peach cobbler. Awards were presented to
Tom Olson for the longest drive (3,800 miles) from Washington State (on
his way to Flagstaff, Arizona, for the West Coast Holiday). We auctioned
off donated items so that the event was able to make another generous
contribution to the American Cancer Society.
Thirty attendees elected to continue onto “part two” of the drive, to
Highlands, North Carolina. Early Monday morning we departed for The
Great Smoky Mountain Railroad (GSMRR), driving down Gorge Road
and passing Bridal Veil Falls on Highway 64. Tom Tate was heard saying,
“That was a white-knuckler all the way down.” Highway 64 is a twisting,
steep, and narrow road with towering rock walls on one side and deep
drops to the river on the other.
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The GSMRR was featuring a moonshine tasting event on the Carolina Shine rail car while traveling to the Nantahala Outdoor Center. We
were able to sample seven moonshines while eating lunch and seeing
beautiful scenery.
Our Monday night dinner concluded the long weekend at one of
Highlands’s finest restaurants. Chef Andrew and his team at On The
Verandah prepared almond-crusted Carolina trout, red wine braised
beef short ribs, and herb crusted chicken. The meal was relaxed and
delicious, allowing everyone to reminisce about the weekend’s event.
Special thanks go to Ginger and Joe Cogbill for their support while
keeping our cars roadworthy throughout the event. There are always a
few surprises in this regard to make the weekend interesting. This year
one member lost the bolts holding the axle to the spring plate, another
had a shifter coupler failure, and then there were the inevitable generator
problems. Special Kudos to David Jones, Bill Tate, Rudy Bernhard, Gordy
Smith, and their team for the challenging repair of a “mystery headlight”
problem for Pamela Brundage, who was driving a Silver S90 coupe.
This Porsche 356 hobby gives all of us the opportunity to experience
the fellowship of fellow owners and to travel to different regions of the
United States. I would encourage any of you to throw a party and share
with the 356 community the great places and interesting things to do in
your own regions.
We also appreciate our sponsors that give back to
the 356 community:
Stoddard
L&N Engineering
Hagerty
Classico Wheels
356 Goodie Store—
Diane Morrill
356 Unlimited (Steve Hoffman) in
Melbourne, Florida

Buildwerks (Fernando Lopez) in
Sarasota, Florida
Knot Standard
Leonard Scrantz
George Bryan
Porsche Cars of North America
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SCHAU INSL AN D
K L A S S I K 2 019
By Ruedi Brack

T

he legendary Schauinsland hillclimb race in Germany was held
through the mid-1980s and was part of the European Hillclimb
Championship, with well-known participants like Gerhard Mitter
(Porsche), Ludovico Scarfiotti (Ferrari), Peter Schetty (Ferrari), and
more.
Starting in 2012 the race was converted into a classic rallye in the
vicinity of Freiburg, a town with a nice and charming old town center,
overlooked by a massive cathedral from the 13th century called the
Münster.

After participating in 2015 and 2016, we decided to once again
take on the event in 2019, held on the 2nd and 3rd of August. In preparation we bought a new rallye clock counter called Blizz (Lightning...)
which was indeed a good investment. On this device you can store the
times from more than 200 special stages, each connected to the other.
Never again would we struggle with old, handheld stopwatches like
kitchen egg timers (which count backward). All you have to do is type
in the correct time from each stage, and then as you cross the first
timing light, the navigator (my son Marco, in our case) pushes the
button on the handheld device and starts the first
time taking.
Meanwhile, as the driver, I had only to concentrate on the finish line, where I had to break the
final timing light in the time indicated on the Blizz.
At the end, if everything runs perfectly, you cross
the line at 00.00 seconds. Any plus or minus in
time gives you a penalty in hundredths of a second.
To make the whole thing a bit more interesting, the
navigator has to announce all the directions on the
road as given by the roadbook. The navigator indicates the distance between each turn or direction
and the next, in kilometers or meters.
We were part of a new “Porsche Classic Team
Zurich,” a group of five classic cars including
three 356s, one 911, and one 944. Our leader and
Left: Marco and Ruedi Brack at the end of the first day
on the “Münsterplatz” in Freiburg. Below: This Blizz
timing device effectively measured the different times
on each stage.
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Top: Porsche Classic Team Zurich. Above left: Marco captures the scenery of the Schwarzwald. Above right: The Fletcher, painted in tribute to the famous 550 Spyder of
Hans Hermann. Below: A crowded Münsterplatz welcomes the participants and their cars.

(almost) professional rally driver was Stefano Ginesi, with his wife Susie,
in his Slate Gray “C” coupé.
On the first day we had to fill the Blizz with all the data we received
from the organizer’s roadbook. It has to be very accurate. You can’t forget to include any special stage, otherwise all the following times will be
incorrect.
The morning round started at 8 a.m., which meant an early wake-up
and a quick breakfast before arriving at the “Messehalle” exhibition

hall where the start was held. As car number 23, our departure time
was 8:23 a.m.
It was an easy, peaceful drive through small backroads in a part of
the “Schwarzwald,” or Black Forest, north of Freiburg. We completed all
the special stages as well as we could, taking into account that we started
with no ambitions. The lunch stop at an old-looking “Schwarzwald-style”
restaurant had excellent food. No alcohol for us, but we did have many
good discussions with the other competitors, and there was even time for a
midday nap. The afternoon portion of the rally had
another 18 specials. We never knew our standing
in the competition, as it was not so important to us.
Things went well, with no big mistakes while
driving or in taking the wrong directions. It was
interesting to watch other competitors driving
back the wrong direction. It forced one to ask
oneself, “Who is wrong now?” Do you trust your
navigation, or are you a little insecure about it?
It could also be that you are being followed by
a bunch of other drivers, meaning it’s better to
chase a car then to navigate yourself. That strategy
led us once to an unpaved, dead-end street, way
up on a hill in a farmyard, closely followed by two
other cars. Turning around and finding the way
back to the track was a challenge, not to mention
the time we lost. In Germany the speed limit outside of towns is 100 kph (62 mph), but you have
to be careful in towns. Limits there can be as slow
as 30 kph (18 mph). I can prove that this is the
case... fortunately, the fine was not too bad.
The finish of the first round was held in front
of the Münster in Freiburg’s old town, where a
big, enthusiastic crowd welcomed all the vintage
www.Porsche356Registry.org | November / December 2019
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Above left: Another view of the finish line in Freiburg’s Old Town. Above right: Preparing for “touch down” at the end of a stage. Below: Second place in class was a total
surprise for Ruedi and Marco (under the “ch!”).

cars. It’s good to know that in a time of electrification, environmental
problems, and so on, vintage cars still have a committed crowd of fans
all around.
The day ended with a buffet meal in the cave of an old building next
to the Münster, highlighted by some beer and a lot of discussions among
the teams. One couple swore not to continue the next day, after too big
a dispute in the car during the day. But they continued and saved their
marriage.
So it was late—very late—as we arrived at our hotel. We had still
to program the Blizz for the next day. A bit confused about a special
“Special” stage, with two starting and two finishing times, including a set
of other specials, Marco had to consult our teammate’s wife, Susie, a pro
in navigation, to get the times right. Our starting time the next day was
again set for 8:23, so we had at least five or so hours of sleep.
The first special stage did not go so well. The navigator forgot
to connect the handheld pushbutton device to the Blizz, so the clock
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did not start when it should. Meanwhile, the driver miscalculated the
remaining distance to the end by a few seconds, so we collected a few
points to our account.
Now awake, we began to concentrate on our task. From that point
on, the second day went much better. There were some tricky specals
as well during our drive through the southern part of the Schwarzwald.
One was the old hillclimb track, called Schauinsland in the old days.
The course was 11.2 km (7 miles) long, and very hard to learn. Its early
hairpins through the woods had different radii, steeper and flatter
parts, and then a very fast ending, with very fast turns like “Holzschlägermatte.” Even though there was no race against the clock, you try
to go as fast as you can. With my 2.0l 356A coupé, it’s always fun to
complete it at full speed.
The day ended with another finish at the “Messe” hall with a
welcome drink and a team photo session inside. After heading quickly
back to our hotel for a shower, change of T-shirt and pants, and a bit
of deodorant, we were back at the
hall for the final dinner and the
prize-giving party. We were very
surprised to end up second in our
class, and 12th overall among 125
participants. This was much better
than our previous efforts, where
we placed somewhere in the 40s.
Stefano and Susie won the event
overall in their ‘64 C coupé.
These days there is still a big
acceptance for vintage cars and
events like this, even though in this
case, it’s not about speed so much
as precision. It’s a big challenge
to find your way through all the
small backroads, navigating in the
meadows and woods, to finally hit
the finish exactly at 00.00.

356 Upholstery
For the Perfectionist

• From seat rebuild to complete interiors.
• Shipped worldwide from our new state of the art
facility in Palm Springs, CA. Visitors welcome!
• All products unconditionally guaranteed correct
to the highest show standards.
• CAD cut for perfect fit with unrivaled workmanship.
• All factory correct German materials and colors.
• Complimentary sample package available.

www.HeritageTrim.com
Palm Springs, CA USA 360 332 3022
Vancouver, BC Canada 604 990 0346

Visit our website to see photos and
our new informative VIDEO productions.
A must see for anyone planning a 356 interior replacement.
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WHAT REALLY COUNTS
33rd Pacific Northwest Bull Session
By Rick Danielson Photos by John Hearn and Mike Thornton

T

hirty-three years and counting... and once again the 356 Group NW
Bull Session was held on September 7. It’s certainly not the same as
when it was first held in Bill Mitchell’s backyard prior to the founding of the 356 Group NW Club, but it is a signature annual gathering that
continues today and continues to evolve. From backyard pot-luck style,
to authentic German deli catering, the Bull Session still serves up plenty
of shared enthusiasm for the 356.
Since the club’s inception in 1994, the membership has drawn from
Alaska, British Columbia, Idaho, Washington, Montana, and Oregon,
though the greatest concentration of members is in Oregon and Washington. For the first time in several years the Bull Session was held in
Oregon. By design, Portland was the chosen location, with the hope of
involving and engaging more Oregon enthusiasts who had seemed reluctant to make the 150-mile trip north to the Seattle area.
Let’s face it: for one reason or another, 356 owners aren’t driving
their cars as often to this event as they were ten years ago. Then, it wasn’t

unusual for the Bull Session to draw 80 to 100 356s. The last few years,
25 to 45 cars has been the trend. While we have experimented with a
variety of venues, from the America’s Car Museum grounds to Denny
Aker’s “Hobby Shop,” to the Griot’s Garage car product headquarters,
to the scenic waterside privacy of Dan and Sue Kalinski’s home, the car
count has remained about the same.
This year the car count was 40 cars, and the venue was Heckmann & Thiemann Motors, an independent Porsche repair shop that
began in Portland in 1968. Area 356 owners have long relied upon
their experience and expertise. Their knowledge is not limited to 356s,
however, and includes the newer models as well. With eleven hoists
and workstations, they can accommodate a lot of demand, and as an
event venue, the shop was nothing short of interesting, welcoming, and
spacious.
Phyllis and Ed Thiemann were most generous supporters and
donors to the 2014 WCH at Stevenson, Washington, as well. Their

Top: Faryl and Melody Ammon’s SC coupe, a recent concours winner at Forest Grove, Oregon. Bottom left: “Parking lot attendant” Gary Emory.
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generosity and eagerness to utilize their shop
space for this year’s Bull Session was no surprise based on their long-time commitment to
the Porsche community.
As usual, Phyllis got her decorating into high
gear. She had the food tables festooned with the
German flag colors for tablecloths and napkins
and flowers to boot. Diane Morrill and the Goodie
Store occupied prominent space near the registration table with plenty of Porsche merchandise.
An informative Q&A tech session about detailing
was provided by Sidedraught City. Collector car
insurance provider Pure, represented by Nolan
Whitenach and Natalie Peters of Brown & Brown
Insurance of Tacoma, were there to answer any insurance questions. Their
generous contributions of more than $1,200 in door prizes exceeded our
event expectations. Add that to the $500 from the club and we had plenty
of stuff to give away. In keeping with the German tradition, the club contracted the Edelweiss Deli to provide the food, with a luncheon of nine
different types of bratwurst, traditional warm German potato salad, and
plenty of red cabbage. Attendees had a choice of several German beers to
sample. The weather was perfect.
While the car count may have disappointed some, the selection certainly did not. Attendees included a beautifully restored black/red Twin
Grille S90 Roadster belonging to Steve and Melanie Spahr, the prestigious
2019 Forest Grove Concours-winning Slate Gray/tan SC coupe of Faryl
and Melody Ammon, and the gorgeous black Continental coupe of Kevin
and Cindy Owen.

A couple of “legacy” cars were there. John
Clemson drove his quite original T-5 B coupe
that had belonged to his father, which he now
proudly drives and maintains. It recently won a
second-place trophy at the 2019 Forest Grove Concours. Peter Lane came with his son Greg in his
father’s black 1957 Speedster. Peter’s 86-year-old
father had autocrossed the car for years back in
the day. At one point several years ago it was taken
apart for restoration. After being disassembled
for several years, Peter and his son embarked on
reassembly a few years back; once again it is on
the road and being enjoyed. Yet another original
paint car was driven to the event by Denny and Sue
Aker. While there were plenty of Bs and Cs, there were only two A coupes
there, one being a beautiful car belonging to Steven Smith.
What was the best part of this event? That 145–160 people came and
shared their enthusiasm—that’s certainly a fact to celebrate! For whatever myriad reasons the cars don’t make it to the event, the enthusiasts
do! Also encouraging is that the club added 24 new members and had 11
renewals, with total membership now over 200.
It doesn’t happen without the people. Thanks to all of those who
attended and enjoyed the camaraderie. Thanks to Phyllis and Ed Thiemann
and their staff for making their shop space available for the gathering.
Another, bigger thanks to all of those who volunteered to help with registration, setup, parking, and clean-up. Steve and Winnie Miller rallied some
Portland-area folks to help put all this together. Watch for the 34th annual
Bull Session... it could be in a NW neighborhood near you!

Above: Denny and Sue Aker’s Sky Blue original C coupe. Above right: Erik Bruun’s Notchback “Outlaw,” with recently-added deck louvers, was one of three Notchbacks
there. Bottom left: 356 GNW President Mike Thornton (center) with Peter Lane and his son Greg. Bottom middle: Detailing tech session.
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The final configuration of the engine being assembled in Forge’s
parents’ basement early in 1967. Note the stacked oil pump.

Forge in the VW racing at Cotati in 1961. Courtesy SCCA archive

Kunstgalerie
by Llew Kinst

The Big Ticket:
Forge’s Porschewagen

I

n the early 1960s, Chuck Forge looked out his bedroom window down
onto the cars parked in his parents’ backyard and wondered which
would make a good race car. He had graduated from Stanford a few
years earlier and had a job at HP in Palo Alto, so he had a few dollars
in his pocket. Continental Sports Car Club members Bob Garretson,
Jim Perrin, and Bruce Anderson had been chasing him through the
foothills in his ex-Von Neumann 1949 356SL, but Chuck had not actually
raced with the SCCA. The ’49 was getting long in the tooth, his ’56 GS
Carrera was too nice, his sister’s Corvair was an automatic, and his dad’s
Plymouth was off limits. That left the oval-window VW Bug, which would
fit nicely into the C Sedan class at SCCA events.
The SCCA allowed quite a few modifications. He quickly added the
brakes and transmission from a 356. Because you could do anything
to the engine as long as it retained the original block (case), he set
about building up a special engine for the car. He over-bored a 36hp
VW case so standard Porsche bearings would fit, along with a Hirth
roller-bearing crank. Modified 1600 Super pistons with alloy cylinders
fit the VW case bore. He flowed some early Porsche heads, and sand-cast
40PII carbs topped it all off. He sandwiched two oil pumps together to

The stacked oil pump with bypass layout.

create a large-capacity pump with an external bypass. The oil cooler was modified at the top so a
full-flow oil filter could be bolted onto it. When Chuck hit the track, the Bug was an instant winner,
often beating bigger cars.
Late one night after making some modifications to the car, he decided to take it for a test drive.
His normal loop took him from his family orchard in Cupertino over to Saratoga, then up Highway 9
to Skyline, north on Skyline to Page Mill Road, and then down to Stanford and back home. The roads
were empty as he raced through Saratoga in top gear, flat-out with straight pipes. Unbeknownst to
Chuck, the noise woke up a California Highway Patrol officer, who gave chase up the tight and twisting
hillclimb that was Highway 9. Chuck reached the top quicker than ever before and decided he didn’t
need to make the entire loop, so he hung a U and headed back down. Just then the patrol car, with siren
and lights blazing, flashed by. “Hmm, I wonder who he’s after?” thought Chuck. As he approached
Saratoga, a second patrol car had the road blocked. Chuck slowed and pulled over to talk to the cop.
“Speeding? Not me, this car only has 36 horsepower. Must be some crazy sports car guy,” he
said innocently. Just then the pursuing patrol car screeched to a stop, with steam coming from under
its hood, and the officer inside yelled, “That’s the guy!”
After taking up a collection from some of the Continental members, Dick Osgood bailed him out
in the wee hours of the morning. As they walked out of the jail, Dick wondered if it was all worth it.
Ever the engineer, and with a twinkle in his eye, Chuck said, “That was huge! I think I’ll be one
and a half seconds faster at Cotati this weekend.”

The restored engine today. Note the special
Forge oil breather/catch tank.

Eastern
Swing

Dispatches from a Trio of 356-Friendly Events
By Kobus Reyneke
Correspondent Kobus Reyneke had a busy September and October,
attending three events across the state of New York. Fortunately for us
he has shared his experiences here. — PB

Watkins Glen Grand Prix Festival

This event has been on my bucket list for many years. Finally, the stars
lined up for my buddy and I to travel the three hours west to find out what
it’s all about. We were not disappointed.
Several events were held during the weekend of September 6–9,
but the Friday concours, followed by the 1948–1952 Watkins Glen street
race reenactment, is really special. Watkins Glen hosted the first postWWII road race on October 2, 1948. The 6.6-mile circuit ran through
the village streets, starting and ending in front of the Schuyler County
Courthouse. According to the event website:
... to close the public roads for the event, it was necessary to
have permits from six governmental entities: the state, county,
village, Town of Reading, Town of Dix, and the New York State
Parks Commission. It was also necessary to have a permit from
the New York Central Railroad to stop the trains during the
race, as the course crossed the tracks.
Newly refurbished with sparkling sidewalks, checkered pedestrian
crossings, and bars galore, Watkins Glen was the perfect host to hundreds of spectacular cars and many thousands of spectators.
Happy hour at the Seneca Lodge is a mandatory stop according to
racers and veteran spectators. We found lots of cool cars outside and a
lively scene within.
The racing on Saturday and Sunday was as good as it gets. With the
Lime Rock Historic Festival occurring the weekend before, I expected to
see many of the same cars, but few seemed to race both events. The track
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Above: The Seneca Lodge is a popular watering hole. Below: 356s in the spectator
parking area.

Vic Skirmants tore it up on the track and in the pits, yet took a moment to meet the author.

is in amazing shape, with recently upgraded track and facilities. Drivers
tell me it’s one of their favorite tracks, and I can see why. Except for
NASCAR, all races run the long course that includes the dogleg. Wooded
backdrops make for fantastic photo opportunities.
Only two 356s raced, but the infield was packed with amazing cars,
including a beehive Carrera parked next to a newer A. They both participated in the track parade, with their drivers and passengers displaying
broad smiles.

A personal highlight was meeting Vic Skirmants and his wife Barbara. As many of you know, Vic specializes in rebuilding 356 gearboxes;
I’m happy to say my car’s restorer, Gaswerks Garage, sent mine to Vic
for a total rebuild. I’ve put almost 5,000 miles on it since, and it still
runs like a dream. Vic’s race car ran into a gearbox issue and had to
swap boxes between races, but Vic made it back onto the track to set a
blistering pace.

The Bridge

the weekend. Anyone who knows the New York metro area steers clear
of the afternoon traffic on the Long Island Expressway, but we had no
choice. Our three-hour drive on Friday became four hours of torture. The
owner’s reception that evening made us quickly forget the trek, though.
Beautiful cars surrounded the clubhouse, a fantastic jazz band provided
just the right atmosphere, the food and drink were amazing, good friends
were everywhere, and the spectacular sunset added the icing to the cake.
Saturday’s weather forecast looked promising. While Susie stayed in
bed, I sneaked out well before sunrise for dawn-light photo opportunities
as the cars arrived for display. A beautiful sunrise signaled that a great
day was in store for the lucky attendees.
I went back to pick up Susie, and by noon we had our tub parked
adjacent to the 18th green. As a spoof of The Bridge logo (a bow-tied
skull with bunny ears), we dressed up a skeleton with checkered bowtie
and bunny ears and perched it in our cabriolet’s driver’s seat. It quickly
became known as “the original owner,” and could be seen in numerous
Instagram postings.
By 1 p.m., the 250 gorgeous contemporary and vintage vehicles were
in place—meticulously arranged according to detailed plans. Owners
milled around, admiring the spectacle that had unfolded in front of
them, without the distraction of formal judging; this was just for fun.
By mid-afternoon the grounds were filled with well-heeled guests, some
with dogs in tow. A few actually plodded around the golf course in high
heels. People watching was almost as fun as exploring the great cars on
course.

When I first heard of “The Bridge” in Bridgehampton on Long Island,
New York, I immediately thought of the vintage race that I attended on the
old Bridgehampton Race Circuit roughly 30 years ago. Little did I know
that ex-Wall Streeter Bob Rubin had replaced the track with a world class,
members-only golf course, with an accompanying out-of-reach initiation
fee of more than $1 million.
The iconic setting overlooking Long Island sound is hallowed ground
for auto racing, as it was once one of the country’s most legendary and
challenging tracks. Thankfully Rubin, a car enthusiast, had thoughtfully
preserved the track’s straight, including its weathered Chevron bridge.
His one regret is that he didn’t preserve the entire track.
The Bridge is a one-day, invitation-only event that was held on
September 14. Rubin, Jeffrey Einhorn, and luxury brand consultant
Shamin Abas have curated the event to precision, surpassing the Quail in
many ways. The event is primarily focused on vehicles from 1957–1974
that raced, or would have been eligible to race, at the Bridgehampton
Race Circuit during its glory years. Spread across two greens, the entire
18th-hole fairway and the grounds around the stunning modern clubhouse, 250 hand-picked cars provided endless photo opportunities until
sunset. Add gourmet food, wine, and beer and it is the ultimate lawn
party for car lovers. No cost was spared, and it was all free for invitees.
(Rumor has it a limited number of tickets will be sold for 2020.)
Upon an invitation to display our 1959 Porsche 356A cabriolet,
my wife Susie and I accepted with enthusiasm and booked a hotel for

Left: Chris Turner’s 356-powered Sabel racer guarded the clubhouse entrance. Right: In front of the clubhouse, together with Joe Buzzetta’s 904 and a 906,
Brian Aitken’s hand-built Runge FF005 stood out.
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Left: The 18th fairway was guarded by a 1960 Carrera GT Lightweight. Middle: Our silver cabriolet was grouped with an unmolested coupe that was trailered in from
Nashville and a beautiful red cabriolet. Right: Gerry Mato’s 356A Speedster being admired in front of the clubhouse by invitees.

At the top of the 18th hole, a band and a pop-up bar lured attendees
into an elaborate art fair, mostly in decorated shipping containers featuring 10 carefully curated collections of work from top-tier artists. Around
the clubhouse, sponsors exhibited their wares, while a jazz ensemble
added just the right ambiance. Drinks flowed freely and you could even
pick up a free bouquet of flowers.
Gourmet bites, from fresh tuna ceviche to lamb skewers and mini
lobster rolls, were on offer from Smorgasburg vendors (Smorgasburg is
an open-air food market that originated in Brooklyn) scattered around
the greens. Fine wine, spirits, branded water, and ice cream rounded
things off nicely.
Of course the cars were the centerpieces, ranging from a selection
of Lane Museum microcars, Stuart Parr one-off design specials, American muscle cars, to some of the rarest vintage and modern European
sports and racing cars. There was something for everyone.
The Porsche contingent was vast, and eight 356s were on hand.
On the straight, near the iconic Chevron bridge, stood two noteworthy

356s. Both were freshly restored by Bobby Singh. Lake Underwood’s
historic Speedster, extensively raced during the 1960s by his father,
made a triumphant homecoming. Named by the PCA as one of four
“giant killer” drivers from the early days of Porsche racing in the US,
Lake Sr. rubbed shoulders with greats like Briggs Cunningham in their
jointly owned 904.
As the sun was setting in a blaze, the cars slowly started rolling off
the fairways, along the preserved race circuit straight, and out under the
Chevron bridge, providing amazing photo opportunities. It was a long but
incredibly enjoyable day.
Sunday brought yet another cool event, as many of The Bridge cars
attended a cars & coffee at the Bridgehampton Historical Society. The
afternoon drive back to New Jersey turned into another nightmare, the
Long Island Expressway packed with weekenders returning from the far
reaches of Long Island. But in the final analysis, it was a small price to
pay for an amazing event. We’ll keep our fingers crossed for an invitation
to The Bridge 2020.

Driven to America 3

The early bird catches the worm, so I began my 90-minute drive
to the event in total darkness at 4:15 a.m. Set at the spectacular Fort
Hill Mansion in Lloyd Harbor, New York, on the Long Island Sound, you
couldn’t have wished for a prettier location. Cars started rolling in at 5:30
a.m. and quickly filled in the expansive estate. Pre-dawn coffee never
tasted so good, but I was on a mission to get some good photos. The
forecast called for cloudy skies, but it was as if God looked kindly upon
the gaggle of early-bird photographers, as the sun came out right on cue
for a brief but spectacular sunrise.
A celebration of Max Hoffman’s genius idea to start importing
Porsches to the States, Driven to America brings together hundreds of aircooled Porsches. Perhaps 75 water-cooled siblings showed up in support.
The crowd was clearly knowledgeable and enthusiastic.
Although not as prominently displayed on the front lawn as the race
cars and RSs, the 356s had the coolest spot, in front of the garages.
Judging by the enthusiastic crowds and spectacular cars, the Porsche
car culture is indeed alive and thriving. This event is on a Luftgekühlt
trajectory… how can they possibly top it next year? I bet they will.

Having reported on last year’s event in Vol. 42-5 of this magazine (January/February 2019), I was determined not to miss DTA3, which promised
to be substantially bigger and better.

Top: Lake Underwood (right) enjoys a laugh with Max and Shelby Imber. Above left: Lake’s freshly restored Speedster #37 was the tub highlight.
Above right: Matt Leonard admires his touch-up polishing job.
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Black Friday Sale, November 29 only, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. PST. Phone or email only. Must receive email during these times.
20% off the entire store. No PayPal Website orders. Discount not available.

View our complete collection at
www.Porsche356Registry.org

Black Friday 20% off Sale Nov. 29!
Long
Sleeve
T-Shirt
$25

Registry Ball Caps
$25. each

Denim Long Sleeve
Shirt w logo $40.
Light and dark Grey or Hot Pink full zip Fleece S-XXL $49 Jacket: Heavy washable fabric with slimming inset on
the sides. Charcoal with black. M-XL...$89 XXL.....$95

Forest Green
Polo shirt
100% cotton,
sizes M-XXL
w/logo on
sleeve $40.

“Dry Zone”
White /black
Polo $45
S-XXL
12” x 9”
Tool Bag,
12 pockets,
large open
space...$25

Open Car
Outline T-Shirt
Burgundy $25.

Short Sleeve
Denim Shirt
$35. S-XXL

Navy Blue
V-neck Tee $20.
Small - XX-Large

Keep
Your
Bean
Warm!
Hats
$25

Meissen Blau Polo shirt
100% cotton, sizes M-XXL
w/logo $40.

To Order:
Call: 831-375-4442 (Pacific time)

Sizes S-XXL

Holiday cards,
10 cards / envelopes,
$10.

Black “outline” Tee
S-XL, $25. XXL, $30

Short Sleeve Tee
grey w logo $20.

Email: 356goodiestore@sbcglobal.net
Add $7.50 shipping for orders of $50 or less;
Add $13.75 for orders between $51-$100;
Add $15.50 for orders over $100.
Foreign, $33. Overnight, Special or
large orders—please call.

Name tags $14
magnet back!
Holiday
wood
ornament.
Made in
USA.
$10.

White or Khaki Visor
w/logo $15

Factory-style
Key Fob
Pouch w/
Registry
logo $20.
Key Fob
w/ Registry
medallion $7. Cup Holder $35

Email: 356goodiestore@sbcglobal.net
Call or Fax 831-375-4442 (Pacific time)

By MAIL: Include check or money order in U.S. funds
payable to M & M Enterprises, or charge your
order to your Visa, MC, Discover. Paypal, too!
List items desired with sizes and a day phone number.

To: M & M Enterprises
NEIL’S BOOK
121 Cypress Lakes Ct., Marina, CA 93933
It’s back
18” x 18” vinyl banner
in print!
w / grommets $35.
Beautiful fired ceramic Car
Logo stickers
$60.
Badge $40. Multi-bar $40.
$1 each for
“A” Driver’s manual, originally printed 9/57, $70
smaller sizes
“B” Driver’s manual, early version (4/60), $70
$10 for 6” size
$25 for 12” size
“B” Driver’s manual, originally printed 1/63, $70 Driver’s Manual Reproductions
“C” Driver’s manual, originally printed 9/63, $70 of the originals, done perfectly! Early “A”
Speedster manual, originally printed 12/55 $45 Driver’s manual, originally printed 1/56, $45

$70
Die Cast
License
Frame $15

$45
DVD “Porsche in the ‘50s
& ‘60s” 53 min, German
w/ subtitles in English $15.

Stamped
aluminum
“PORSCHE”
Black Cal Style License Plate. $10 SALE!
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Porsche Classic Coast
Tour of Belgium

By Roy Velthof

O

n Saturday, August 24, the seaside village of De Haan on the Belgian
coast was the place to be and to see a wide range of classic Porsches,
including about seventy 356s.
De Haan is one of the most beautiful seaside towns in Belgium and
is an ideal place to hold this third annual classic Porsche event. This
year the event also included a concours in the park where the cars were
displayed to the public.
The drivers who participated hailed from Belgium, Germany, and
the Netherlands, and enjoyed a journey along the west coast, alongside
some WWI and WWII monuments and parts of the Atlantic Wall.
After a brunch in the driver’s lounge and a briefing about the
tour and concours, the cars headed to the start, following the supplied
roadbook along 150 kilometers of small roads and seaside views to the
city of Veurne, where everyone stopped for coffee in a Luftgekühlt-style
industrial surrounding.

After coffee, part two of the tour started. The participants headed
onto more small roads and more inland driving, alongside some
WWI battlefields and other historically interesting sites. Once back in
De Haan, the cars were again put on display for the public.
The first edition of the concours was limited to high-quality 356s
and early 911 cars. After the prizes were awarded to the concours winners, all participants could enjoy an open bar with local Belgian beers
and fine food.
The next edition will be held on Saturday, August 22, 2020. We have
again limited the number of cars for the tour to 70, and for the concours to
20. We are looking to welcome more participants for our concours and will
be holding four different classes. More info is available at www.pcct.be, and
registration starts on January 1, 2020.

1957 Speedster, with accessories.

The official event car, a 1960 Super Roadster.
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Top: A Spyder from the State of Art collection. Middle left and right: Afternoon
coffee break gathering at a factory warehouse. Above left: The official start of
the tour, enhanced with a roadbook for navigation. Right: 1957 Coupé ready for
inspection.
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New Mexico ZIA
Los Alamos Historic Town
Drive Out
By John Hogan
Photos by Steven Stacy and John Hogan

W

e did it again! For the fourth time running, our group of
356ers caused the weather to change, this time for our drive to
Los Alamos on the weekend of September 14-15. The weather
got unseasonably hot, and then it started to storm—right when we got
home. Nine Porsches left Albuquerque at 8 a.m., headed for the Los
Alamos historical district 100 miles away. Five 356s were escorted by
four newer Porsches belonging to folks who are also owners of 356s in
various states of restoration.
A closed city until 1957, the Los Alamos historical district was
recently designated part of the Manhattan Project National Historical
Park. As all 356ers know, getting there is a lot of the fun, so we took the
Jemez Mountain National Scenic Byway. This is a very well-maintained
mountain road that winds through historic Jemez Pueblo, Jemez Springs
with its natural hot springs, and the beautiful Santa Fe National Forest.
Our first stop was the very nice museum at the Walatowa Jemez
Pueblo visitor center. Very fine traditional Native American pottery was
one highlight there.
Our next stop was at the Valles Caldera, the largest extinct volcano
crater in the US. Elk and deer are often seen grazing in the valley floor.
Many people have seen it as the “cabin and ranch” of Longmire in the TV
series of same name. After a fun drive through the forest roads and its many
10–30-mph “posted” curves, we got to Los Alamos and threaded our way
through town, as some streets were blocked due to a community fair.
We parked our cars on the famous “Bathtub Row,” next to Robert
“Oppie” Oppenheimer’s and Hans Bethe’s houses from the WWII period.
It was an obvious spot to bring a few 356s. Just as we pulled in, a PCA
member who lives in one of the other original houses greeted us and
offered more parking if needed.
Above: Valles Caldera, the largest extinct volcano crater in the US.
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Your correspondent acted as a tour guide, having studied the history of the Manhattan project extensively and as a friend of several of the
members of the Manhattan Project. The tour started with a little background of why it was called Bathtub Row. The government took over the
area from the Los Alamos Boys Ranch School and utilized the log-type
cabins that the staff lived in. The school paired high academic standards
with outdoor skills according to the guidelines of the Boy Scouts of
America. Because the staff ate in the Fuller lodge with the students, there
were no kitchens in the log cabins, but they did have old fashioned bathtubs. When the town expanded in WWII, there was not enough iron for
bathtubs for the rest of the houses that were built, so they were equipped
with showers instead. Thus, everyone referred to the original houses as
being on Bathtub Row, and the name stuck.
Next on the tour was the Fuller Lodge. Built in the late 1920s,
and with 771 massive logs remaining today, it remains just like it
was originally, with its fixtures, lights, and more, all restored. The
building received an addition during the period when the town was
closed, but the center of the building remains original. ZIA member
Joe Almers, an architect, helped with its roof restoration design and
safety modernization and spoke about the construction and lighting
protection that had been added.
My friend Leon Smith, who experienced the lodge at the time,
explained that no one used names or introduced themselves when
sharing meals in the dining hall due to security. Instead, they wore
identification badges bearing numbers only. One day, Leon had a great
dinner partner who he called “the smartest man he ever met.” Later he
saw the man on the cover of Time magazine—it was Arthur Compton, a
Nobel Prize winner.
The lodge is still dominated by an open area for dining and is used
for community events just as it was in WWII. The Mezzanine Rooms

Top: Walatowa Jemez Pueblo welcome and cultural center. Above left: 356s parked on Bathtub Row outside Robert Oppenheimer’s house. Above right: ZIA members
toured the home where Captain Deak Parsons lived during the Manhattan Project.

overlook the dining area; during WWII, people like Nobel Prize winner
Enniro Fermi stayed there while visiting. There is a very well-restored
teacher and staff room designed to look like it did during the school
years, with Boy Scout uniforms on display alongside other artifacts.
Next stop was the new museum, which tells the history of the area
before, during, and after WWII. Part of the Museum is the Hans Bethe
house, with memorabilia and a gold Nobel Prize medal on display and
a tour guide to add context. Just before lunch, I had a surprise for the
group: a tour of a private residence owned by a friend, Miles Olinger, a
Bathtub Row house next to Oppie’s.
It was used by Captain (USN) Deak
Parsons, the chief Manhattan engineer under Oppie and technical
member of the Enola Gay mission
that ended the war.
During the war, Oppie would
cook spicy foods for guests in the
evening (the Army Corps of Engineers modified his house with
a kitchen) and afterward they
would adjourn next door to Deak’s
house for dances in the still-original stone room on the back
of the house. The house is still
mostly original and is very nicely
appointed in period furnishings.
After a day in the heat, everyone was ready for air conditioning

in… you guessed it, the Bathtub Row Brewing Co-op, directly across
the street. After lunch and a nice cool-down, it was back to Albuquerque, first via backroads within Los Alamos. We stopped at an area
where lots of physics experiments were done, and the location of a
WWII-era ice rink that is still there. We again took the beautiful and
curving mountain roads back home, stopping at the locally famous
Ponderosa Winery. We got back to Albuquerque just before some of the
engine temperatures got too high. Once again, we had a wonderful 356
day in New Mexico, truly the “Land of Enchantment.”

Last stop: Ponderosa Winery.
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Brett Johnson’s “Restoration” column
covered a variety of items. One was
that Phillip Schudmak announced that
YEARS AGO he and Tom Birch were relaunching
the split-screen Register for owners
of the two-piece window Porsches (cars
built prior to May 1952). Ron Roland wrote
to inquire when the identification plate on the left door
hinge plate cover went from saying “Reutter” to saying
“Porsche.” At the time, Brett knew that it was in the spring
of 1964, but didn’t know the exact date.
Ginny Gummow wrote about the 19th International
Porsche 356 Meeting in Aarhus, Denmark, which she
and husband Bob had recently attended. Although Bob
and Ginny have attended many international 356 meets,
this was a special trip as they picked up a brand-new
Speed Yellow 993 at the factory. Ginny reported that
the 148 registrants all seemed to have a great time. The
lucky trophy winners went home with 18-pound, lasercarved, sandstone 356 model Porsche trophies (just an
extra little item for your suitcase that makes it fun to
carry it down the stairs and through the airport).
This issue of the Registry included a report of the
East Coast Holiday, which was held in Toronto. The
event was well attended with many attendees driving long distances. I remember this Holiday well, as
Brenda and I drove there in our Speedster, along with
the Zombeks and a few others from the central Ohio
area. The concours was held at a beautiful park where
we had perfect weather, and the field had one-hundred
twelve 356s on it. I made a slide show presentation that
evening that chronicled the very first 356 Holiday. The
trip home was a little long, as it was
the end of Labor Day weekend and the
highways were filled with cars.
This issue of the Registry also
had one of Harry Pellow’s great articles. One of the engine failures he
described was a result of someone
leaving out the three bolts that hold
the cam gear onto the end of the camshaft! (I wonder what some of these
mechanics think when they have leftover pieces when they assemble an
engine?)

25

Years Ago

Jim Perrin
Club Historian

356 Registry 1994 East Coast Holiday,
Toronto Ontario
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Bartz Schneider reported on the results
of a recent Bonhams auction. One of
the cars was a green 1953 steel-bodYEARS AGO ied roadster. It was described as the
transitional design between the aluminum-bodied American roadster and the
Speedsters that followed the American roadsters. It had a fixed windshield frame in contrast to the
removable windshields of the typical America roadster.

10

The story of the Enzmann car, a small roadster built
on a VW chassis, was reported by Joe Ruiz. Joe is, of course,
well-known for his Porsche and VW engine rebuilding
skills. These cars were built in Switzerland by Dr. Emil
Enzmann and his builders. This car was designed to be a
successful racer, and fiberglass was chosen for the body
to make it as light as possible. Sixty-seven Enzmanns were
produced in the late ’50s and early ’60s. Enzmanns could be
powered with stock Porsche engines, stock VW engines, or
VW engines modified with Okrasa or Denzel engine parts.
At the time of the article, Joe owned Enzmann #26 and #28.

Prescott Kelly wrote about the Factory Christmas
cards. This is one of the dozens of offshoots of collectible
Porsche literature. In about 1977 or so, I got a Factory
Christmas card from Ed Peter at Porsche. It was then that I
realized the Factory had its own Christmas cards! I started
sending cards to the few people I knew at the Factory at the
time and started a Factory Christmas card collection. The
best collecting years were when I was the national president
of PCA and got up to ten cards each Christmas. I now have a
43-year run of these cards. About five years ago I realized I
also now had a Factory dignitary autograph collection! I’d
like to compare notes with others who may have a similar
collection; contact me at carreragts@aol.com.

356

and
Speedster

Rubber
NEW! 356 Headlight Rubber
$16.00 per set

Speedster Top Seal
$75.00

Speedster Windshield Seals
Upper & Lower $150.00

356 Hood Rubber: 2 Types

Coming in
Gear
Sets
January!

NEW GEAR
available
Original
ownerSETS
car, CA
and AZ.

Originalourfloors,
all rust
including
4G, which
dropsfree,
rpm byone
600
at 80 mph
for highway
cruising.
repaint
in original
color.
Fresh
Finish
ground
fortrans
quiet operation.
Call!
engine
and
rebuild by

Vic Skirmants. Fresh chrome,
interior and underside, includes
original tool kit and 2 complete sets
of keys w/original blue leather fob.
Will be on ‘Bring a Trailer’.
Contact 356 Enterprises for
more information.
See our website for a complete selection
of new and used gear sets, plus
GT torque-biasing differentials and more!

Type 1 - fits pre A -T5 Cars
Type 2 - fits T-6 Cars $35.00
Shipping additional

Exact reproductions
of the original seals
To order call Diane Goodrich
541-218-3344
PO Box 690, Murphy, OR 97533
murphyfolks@frontier.com

Power Hungry?
Engines professionally rebuilt,
cosmetically restored & tested.

1.

528/2 # 41278

2.
3.

616/12 # 705452 1963 1600S
616/15 # 732508 1964 1600C (pictured)

4.

616/36 #741998 1965 912 - SOLD
Factory “Special Transmission”
741/80A - #57693 - BBAB - 7:31

FOR SALE

www.356enterprises.com

Please call for prices & lists of included parts.

Skirmants@hughes.net

356 Enterprises

info@europamacchina.com
717.932.6600

810-688-2059

3359 Kings Mill Road, North Branch, MI 48461

Restoration Products & Services
For the 356 GT

• Louvered Aluminum Deck Lid Skins
• GT Louvers Installed In Your Steel Deck Lid
• Roll Bar with Stub Ends • Gas Filler Neck and Tray
• Full Support Wheel Spacers for Drum Brakes
• Aluminum GT Mirror Covers for 356 & Spyders
• GT Fender Mirror for 356 & Spyders
• Gas Cap w/Fin • Brake Backing Plate Scoops
• Oil Tank Screen & Bracket

• Adjustable Spring Plates w/Bushings
• GT Bumper Deco, polished
• 8’ Pre-A Bumper Deco
• GT Leather Window Strap Kits
• Carrera Oil Lines, Tanks and Coolers
• “A” Front Tow Hooks

1955 1500S

Your
1 Stop
For All Your
Porsche Needs
- Old Or New Service & Repair Of German Cars
Porsche BMW Mercedes Audi VW








German Tech, Inc.

10881 75th St. N. Largo, FL 33777 (727) 547-0818 or (800) 200-1231 info@germantech.com

GT Products by Urs Gretener
Visit us at www.GTwerk.com
Robert Kann, 3841 Catalina St., Unit G
Los Alamitos, CA 90720
Catalog & Order Form Available Online!
email: GTwerk@aol.com
Phone (818) 298-6766 • Fax (562) 596-6862
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I
And That‘s the
Way it Was

Brett Johnson

No Bumping!

went to an amusement park in New York a number
of years back. I think it was Seabreeze in Rochester.
They had a bumper-car ride with genuine period 1930s
Dodgem cars, and there were several signs posted that
said, “No Bumping.” I remember not being particularly
amused.
So, what’s that got to do with 356 authenticity? Well,
it is ironic that in another place in New York, halfway
through the past century, there was someone else concerned with bumping, and that was Max Hoffman. This
Hoffman chap told fellow Austrian, Ferry Porsche, that
his 356 bumpers were not up to snuff for the American
market. This apparently didn’t go over well, but despite
initial objections, Porsche responded.
The earliest 356 Porsches were fitted with attractive
bumpers at the bottom of the nose and tail, mounted on
brackets that theoretically could take minor impacts.
They had grooved aluminum trim that would have
deformed with even the tiniest jolt. Hoffman realized that
1950s Buicks in America were made of sterner stuff.
The first response to this concern happened amazingly quickly. This original Kodachrome photo below,
taken by Bob Temple in September 1950 at Watkins Glen,
shows a 1950 Reutter cabriolet with the pretty body bumpers and a pair of shiny bumper guards.
Because there were only five Reutter cabriolets
constructed in 1950, and the last two hadn’t been built
yet, this is one of three cars. It most likely is not 5014,
since that car was originally sold in Germany. The kardex
on 5033 has only the chassis number, but it was probably
built in early July 1950. The car in the photo doesn’t have
too many visual clues, but it does show individual Porsche
letters on the nose. The undocumented change to a script
with letters attached by a lower bar occurred in early
summer 1950, so 5033 might still be in play. Regrettably,
unrestored 5033 had a steel patch in this location, so it
is still a possibility, though further research indicated it
was reportedly also sold new in Germany. So, in all likelihood, the car in the photo is 5015, identified only as a
test car on the undated kardex. It was probably built in
May or June 1950.

Courtesy Bob Temple, 1950, from the collection of Dale LaFollette.
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The patched nose on 5033 prior to restoration.

So 5015, the second Reutter-built cabriolet, was
probably this cabriolet, which accompanied 5050 (built
on August 5, 1950), the first coupe officially shipped to
the US. Those funny little bumper guards, which fit casually over the grooved bumper trim, are acknowledged in
the 1955 parts book. They have a very non-Porsche part
number, SK 179, and are different between left and right
sides, and are exchangeable front and rear (e.g., a rightfront guard is the same as a left-rear guard).
These appear on other 356s in several other period
photos, including the test car in the July 1952 Mechanix
Illustrated. There are also snapshot quality photos of
them on a nearly new US-spec Gläser cabriolet.

Ted Dixon’s Model 51 Gläser cabriolet. Courtesy Terry Shuler

This car is a Model 51 Gläser belonging to Ted
Dixon, who befriended Ferry Porsche on a visit to the
Porsche firm at Gmünd in 1946, while working for the
British foreign office, Austrian unit. Interestingly, he
visited them with the complaint that the bumpers on his
1946 VW (obtained from the Allied Commission in Germany) were too flimsy!
Back to the car, which apparently has the same
bumper guards. Mr. Dixon had emigrated to the United
States in the late 1940s and purchased this car new in
Ohio. The top with no front tack strip, high hood handle
placement, and Gläser badge make it a Gläser cabriolet.
It also features slotted wheels, which were introduced
somewhere around December 1951. The Ohio license
plate is from 1951 and there are no leaves on the trees.
I have been unable to find out when 1952 license plates
would have been issued—I really tried. So, this photo is
late winter/early spring 1952.
Apparently not satisfied with the SK 179s, Hoffman
pressed on and a new bumper treatment was produced
specifically for the American market. I regret a lot of
things I did in the 1980s, but one of the worst was deeming these interim bumpers. They are more accurately
export bumpers, and with only one known exception,
US export bumpers.

There were two versions of these. The initial type incorporated
bumper and valance together, which did not produce a very graceful
result. The first known use was on cabriolet 10075 (July 18, 1951), which
oddly enough was present at the first 356 Registry Holiday in 1975 in
Rockford, Illinois. The photos here show it with unique two-piece modified VW bus trim and without bumper guards. These bumpers still exist
and there were not holes for bumper guards.

giving a smooth look from the sides. They first appeared around January
1952 and utilized the same trim and guards used on the earlier bumpers.
At some point prior to the Model 52 introduction in March 1952, the
bumper trim was finished at the ends and the pointed end pieces were
eliminated. Thin aluminum perimeter trim secured with screws went
around the sides and top of the bumper. This was unique to the second-generation export bumper.

10075 with original bumper trim. Courtesy Tom Scott

This Factory photo shows the second-generation export bumper on a Model 52
coupe. Note the perimeter trim.

10075 on a gray 1975 day in Rockford, Illinois.

Barn-fresh Model 52 356 with bigger home market bumpers and original trim.
Courtesy George Alspaugh

Subsequent versions of these first-generation export bumpers all
have chrome-plated steel bumper guards. The trim was VW bus-type
with a stepped aluminum surround and thick rubber insert, which had
separate cast pointed aluminum ends. The trim is cut where the bumper
guards attach. Comparing this car with home market attached bumpers,
one can see that the positions of the front and rear indicator lights, as
well as the license light and rear script, were all raised significantly.
Next up, the second-generation export bumpers were a little more
aesthetically pleasing. These had separate valances, which bolted to the
lower nose and tail, then were welded and metal-finished at the ends,

This Factory photo shows the first-generation export bumpers compared to the
home-market bumper on the coupe alongside. Note the light placement.

The first recorded use of export bumpers on a Gläser cabriolet was
on 10458 (April 26, 1952), which was a very late Model 51. Gläser builds
were always behind the Reutter ones. The best example of this was 5002
(Windhund), the first coupe built (April 6, 1950), and 5001, the first
Gläser cabriolet built (November 9, 1950).
During the time all of this stuff was happening, the home-market attached bumpers were also changed. During production of the
knickscheibe (bent windshield) Model 52, in June 1952, bumpers which
protruded further were first introduced.
Since the SK 179s were available, bumper guards conceivably could
have been installed on the home market bumpers, but they very rarely
were. The trim itself went from grooved to smooth on Reutter cars
around July/August 1951. With the exception of 5001, all Gläser cars from
this era had the smooth trim. The change to the aluminum trim with
rubber insert, with the same profile used through 1959, occurred at both
coachbuilders around the introduction of the Model 52.
Around October 1952 for the 1953 model year, bumpers for all markets were reunited with what are commonly referred to as A bumpers.
Obviously, 356As didn’t come around for another three years. The 1980s
were a dark time, indeed.
Those wishing to read more about Ted Dixon can do so in Terry
Shuler’s Volkswagen: Then, Now and Forever (ISBN 0-929758-12-9).
My thanks to James Davies and Jules Dielen for assistance with this
article.
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Generator Rehab
Part 1 – Disassembly and Parts by Bruce Smith

D

espite being old automotive technology, a
Bosch generator is part of the originality of our old cars that many of us like to
preserve. Like drum brakes, distributor contact points, carburetors, and six-volt electrics,
generators can be replaced with more modern
alternatives. But such upgrades are weighed
against originality and not being able to keep
our cars as they were back in the day.
Generators haven’t been installed as new
equipment in Porsches since the last 912 rolled
out of the factory. Replacements, spare parts,
and rebuilders were once plentiful, allowing
original-equipment generators to be used for
decades. But things have changed in recent years
as replacement parts have dwindled, and many
of the shops that once serviced generators are
gone. Though now more difficult to find, there
are still some trustworthy rebuilders. Or, follow- Fig 1: A cut-away of a typical generator
ing the theme for these tech articles, some DIY showing major components.
work can be carried out to bring new life to a
worn-out generator. Though the extent of the DIY will depend on the condi- But if you’re looking for a replacement, there are a few Bosch generators
tion of a generator to begin with, most can indeed be rehabilitated.
that are correct for our cars, and many more that were used for other
makes. Below is a list of 6V and 12V generator models used in Porsches,
together with details for each. Although others might work, things like
Generator Fundamentals
The basic workings of a generator are really the same as an electric motor, the location of the regulator (which is mounted on the generator for a
though opposite in function. A generator mainly consists of an armature, VW), the physical diameter, the mounting locations, and the wiring studs
a field frame with pole shoes, field coil windings, and a commutator with can require some degree of modification.
brushes for electrical contact during rotation. The illustration above is of
Model
Bosch part number
a Bosch generator, but this is typical of the two-brush, series-wound or
356A/B to 9/59
LJ/GE 160/6/2500 L2
shunt-wound configurations for most old automotive applications. There
are differences between particular designs, but they are not worth wor356B/C from 10/59 6V
LJ/GEG 200/6/2600 L19
rying about as long as internal wiring layout is preserved (i.e., as long as
you put things back together the way that you found them).
356C 12V
LJ/REF 160/12/2600 L18
The individual components inside a generator’s housing are shown in
LJ/GE 160/12/2500 L10
Figure 2. The complete disassembly into these components involves some
LJ/GEG 200/12/2700 L
challenges, but it is necessary in order to inspect, repair, and replace worn
parts. Proper rebuilding consists of more than just a new set of brushes
Carreras and 550 Spyders
LJ/GE 160/6/2500 L10
and a fresh coat of paint, which is often the extent of the attention that
many internet-found, so-called-rebuilt generators receive. We’ll go several
important steps beyond this by cleaning the entire assembly, re-wrapping Table 1: Generators used in various Porsche 356 models. The Bosch numbering
the field coils, replacing the bearings, renewing insulators, refinishing the indicates the power (e.g., 160W), voltage (e.g., 6V), the rotation speed (e.g.,
housing, servicing the armature and commutator as needed, and replacing 2,500 RPM), and the rotation direction (e.g., left-handed).
all necessary hardware. Together with measurement and testing along the
way, this is a project that will take many hours.
This article is therefore divided into two parts, first addressing If originality is important, the date code stamped on the housing should
disassembly, then following up with repair and reassembly in the next correspond to a range near your car’s build date. An old generator might
installment. Along the way, a few things may require some outside help. have multiple date stamps, corresponding to when it was previously
But careful attention to each component will ensure that all is good rebuilt. These dates are often marked as remanufacturing dates (e.g.,
before putting things back together.
stamped “REMANUF”), but not necessarily. Bosch date codes can seem
confusing, but they do follow particular patterns. The following tables
show codes used with Bosch parts prior to 1964, with the “new” coding
Bosch Parts and Numbers
It’s good to decide if the generator that you may already have can be rebuilt starting in 1964. Close inspection of the later numbering can reveal the
before you invest any money on a (potentially suspicious) replacement. patterns.
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1
33
1
31

30

65

32
3

20

45

Fig 2: The individual parts of a
Bosch generator that include:

35

1) field coil windings,
3) pole shoe screws,
20) pulley end bearing housing,
30) commutator end assembly,
31) brushes,
32) brush springs,
33) brush and end screws,
35) bearing bush,
45) body screws,
50) armature assembly,
51a and 51b) bearings,
53) bearing retainer, and
65) cover band

50
53
51b

51a

Tables 2 and 3 (below), and 4 (following page): Three tables showing the date codes for Bosch components built or re-built between 1955 and 1975. The date codes prior
to 1964 begin with the month (1–12) and a letter assigned for each year. Starting in 1964, Bosch used numbers only for month/year or quarter.

PRE-1964 CODES
Code
Year

L
1955

M
1956

1964 AND LATER MONTHLY CODES
Year
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975

JAN
401
501
601
701
801
901
021
121
221
321
421
521

FEB
402
502
602
702
802
902
022
122
222
322
422
522

MAR
403
503
603
703
803
903
023
123
223
323
423
523

N
1957

APR
404
504
604
704
804
904
024
124
224
324
424
524

P
1958

MAY
405
505
605
705
805
905
025
125
225
325
425
525

Q
1959

JUN
406
506
606
706
806
906
026
126
226
326
426
526

JUL
407
507
607
707
807
907
027
127
227
327
427
527

R
1960

AUG
408
508
608
708
808
908
028
128
228
328
428
528

S
1961

SEP
409
509
609
709
809
909
029
129
229
329
429
529

T
1962

OCT
410
510
610
710
810
910
030
130
230
330
430
530

U
1963

NOV
411
511
611
711
811
911
031
131
231
331
431
531

DEC
412
512
612
712
812
912
032
132
232
332
432
532
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QUARTERLY CODES
Year
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975

1Q
413
513
613
713
813
913
033
133
233
333
433
533

2Q
414
514
614
714
814
914
034
134
234
334
434
534

3Q
415
515
615
715
815
915
035
135
235
335
435
535

4Q
416
516
616
716
816
916
036
136
236
336
436
536

Replacement Parts

If your inspection reveals no other parts that need replacement, the two
things you’ll at least want to have on hand are new brushes and bearings.
Porsche replacement brush part numbers are 616.603.904.02 for 6V and
616.603.905.00 for 12V generators, and these can be found through standard suppliers. Brush part numbers 111903515A for 6V and 113903515A
for 12V are also equivalent. Bosch originally installed bearings that were
not a protected style, which required repacking during their lifetime.
The best replacement bearings now are a shielded type, but not sealed.
The correct Porsche bearing part number is 900.052.002.00, which can
be found though bearing suppliers as 6202-ZZ. The code ZZ designates
the correct shielded type.

First Step – Basic Testing

If you suspect that your generator isn’t charging, some initial testing
can be done to determine whether there are indeed electrical problems.
Some problems can be fixed, while others, like bad windings, are more
the purview of an expert. Although several tests can be done with the
generator still mounted in place, eventually it will need to be removed.
A good first check is to inspect the brushes for free travel. The brush
holders and pressure springs also should be looked over before disassembly. Next, check the resistance of the field coil windings between the
DF and D+ terminals. The resistance should be about 1.5–2 Ohms for a
6V generator and 5–8 Ohms for a 12V generator. Next, you can test functionality by briefly running the generator as a motor. In a manner just
like you’d use to polarize the generator after rebuilding, a jumper can
be installed between DF and D- terminals, and a battery of appropriate
voltage connected between the D- and the D+ terminals. The run-time of
this test should be limited to just a few seconds. Last, check if excessive
play can be felt in the shaft. Wear will later be measured in the end housings after disassembly. This shaft play is typically caused by years of force
exerted by the pulley and belt.

Disassembly

Disassembly involves removing the armature, the bearings, and the field
coils. There are some tools that you will need that may not be in your
toolbox. Specifically, you’ll need a medium-size puller, a bearing separator, and an impact driver with a 1/2-inch wide flat bit or drag link socket.
With these tools ready to go, the disassembly can proceed as follows:
1. The first step is to remove the armature (part 50 in Figure 2), but a few
things should be taken out beforehand. Behind the protective sheet metal
band (65), the brushes are held in with springs (32) and small screws (33).
Once these are out, the two long, 6mm body screws (45) that go through
the entire housing should be removed. The armature can then be taken out
of the housing. It may be a bit stuck, so some gentle prying of the pulley end
cover (20) may be needed. Be careful when extracting the armature so as
to not damage the insulation wrap covering the field coils (1).
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Fig. 3: The armature assembly and a two-jaw puller used for removing the end
cover bearing housing. The device pictured next to the vise is the growler that will
be later used to test the armature.

2. With the armature between soft jaws of a vise, the bearing housing at
the pulley end (20) can be removed with a puller, as shown in Figure 3.
This can be done from either the outside perimeter or from inside the
cover openings, but care should be taken if it’s stubborn. Once removed,
the small screws holding the bearing retainer (53) can be removed,
which allows the bearing (51a) and grease shields to be taken out.
Parts locations and orientations should correspond to the components
diagram in Fig. 2, but taking photos along the way will also help with
reassembly.
3. A bearing separator is needed to remove the commutator end bearing
(51b). There is a grease shield outside of the bearing that needs to be
removed, which can be done together with the bearing itself. By holding
the armature in the vise (see Fig. 4), a small bearing separator can be
used to first open a gap beneath the bearing. Then, with a set of short
legs, a yoke, and a lead screw, the bearing can be gradually pulled off.
The spacer behind the bearing can then be removed.
4. The next step is the removal of the field coil windings (1) and
pole shoes. There is a small 5mm screw (33) in the commutator end
assembly that is held into the D+ terminal screw bracket. Once that
is removed, the end cap (30) can come off. Just as with the pulley
end cover, this may need some gentle prying. The nuts and washers
on the DF and D+ should then be removed so that the terminals and
their wiring can be pushed into the housing. If the generator hasn’t
been apart before, the ends of the terminal screws will be crimped.
These ends will need to be ground or cut before the nuts will thread
off. Now comes probably the most stubborn part of the entire teardown. Each pole shoe is mounted into the housing by a large, flat-head
slotted screw (3). These will not come out with ordinary measures.
Instead, they will probably need a long soak with penetrating fluid and
an impact driver with a 1/2-inch flat screwdriver bit. A breaker bar
and a 1/2-inch drag link socket, with force applied in an arbor press,
will also free them up. The screw slots will likely get mashed in the
removal process, but replacement screws are available.
5. Once the pole screws are removed, the pole shoes and field coil windings will come out quite easily. Label the shoes and the coils so that they
go back in the same way, as the shoes aren’t identical. At this point, all
of the parts should be out of the housing and the collection should look
something like the arrangement in Figure 5.

Fig. 4: The bearing at the commutator end is removed using a bearing separator
and puller.

Fig. 5: The collection of disassembled Bosch generator parts. The field coil
windings and pole shoes (top left) are labeled to guide reinstallation.

Assessing for the Rebuild

times be removed by hand with crocus cloth (an abrasive sheet). But
there is often sufficient wear to the commutator that it needs to be
skimmed on a lathe with the insulators re-recessed. In some cases,
such as if the commutator has already been turned, a replacement
armature may be needed. Next time we’ll get into how much of this you
can expect to do yourself and how to otherwise find the right resources
to help.

This particular generator had been taken apart before. The housing and
hardware are still in decent shape. The bearings are probably originals
and will be replaced. All parts will be cleaned, and the field coils will be
tested, re-soldered, and re-wrapped with glass cloth tape. The end caps
will be inspected for damage and wear. The details of each of these steps
will be discussed in the next article in this series.
The needs of the armature in particular will be closely addressed.
It will be tested with a growler—an instrument used to test for armature shorts, opens, and grounds. Mild wear to a commutator can some-

Dr. Bruce Smith is a Distinguished Professor of Engineering at
the Rochester Institute of Technology.

Factory Trained
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Restoration of:
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Conversions
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Speedometer
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I
Tech-Nique

Paul
Christensen

Oh No, Not
Another
Transmission
Article!

promise, while raising my right hand and placing my
left on a cracked differential, that this will be the last
article on this subject for quite some time. The next
article will be friendlier, less technical, and informational. So, grit your teeth, and enjoy the pictures.
Up until now, I have briefly described the original
VW-derived open diff for the 356 Porsche, the Carrera
12-bolt upgrade, the ZF limited-slip, and the GT torque
bias differential.
Now it is time to present the final improved differential for the 356 transmission. This limited-slip differential
provides lockup on both acceleration and deceleration.
The amount of lockup on both can be adjusted by the
selection of the “clutch”-type discs. This differential
allows for late braking and aggressive entry into highspeed turns. This is why all professional road racing
teams prefer using a true limited-slip.
Up until now, no one has produced a true disc-type
limited-slip that will fit into the 356 Porsche transmission
without major modifications. Lucky for us, this unit is
now available from Shasta Engineering.
But first, I will step back 40 years or so and add a
personal approach to the subject. At that time there were
a lot more 356s on the road, and we were a lot younger.
Some of the members of the local PCA chapter would often
embark on an unsanctioned beer tour. We would take
drives to find the neatest and best “out of the way” taverns
in the area. Remember, this was a different world then. At
that time, my wife and I were part of a small touring party
that went through the town of Markleeville, located south
of Tahoe in California. As we passed through the tiny
town, headed for the Cutthroat Saloon, this guy flagged us
down and said he also had a 356 Porsche.
After a few introductions, this guy, Leonard Turnbeaugh, showed us his car. It was a 1959 Convertible D
stored in a wooden shed. The engine was out, and he was
working on “improving” it. Like a lot of us back then, you
worked with what you had. With that in mind, you can
visualize Leonard rebuilding the engine in the kitchen
and living room in the small house he and his wife had.
Of course, I tried to buy the car for $250. He said
it wasn’t for sale, but after that encounter we became
friends. After he finished the engine, we began autocrossing together. That went on for at least 17 years. During
that time, our kids were born and they became friends.
We attended all of the PCA Zone 7 autocrosses and multiple Porsche Parades together. In a quest to improve

Fig. 1. From the left are the ZF, the Guard torque bias, and the limited-slip available from Shasta.
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performance and stay within the rules, Leonard would
dream up a performance part, like a Z bar, and I had the
facilities to make and test his designs.
Autocrosses were great, but you only got a scant
few minutes on the track. Around 1991, I had visited a
few Classic Sports Racing Group (CSRG) vintage races at
Sears Point. Leonard and I joined CSRG and after a bit of
preparation, we entered our first vintage race in 1993.
We were hooked, and it has been non-stop since then.
We built our engines, transmissions, suspensions, and
special stuff in my shop. Leonard continued to focus on
performance parts and started Neutek Cams. That then
led him to buy Duane Spencer’s Shasta Design business.
Now we will get back to the differentials. Leonard
worked with various contacts and friends in the UK and
Europe regarding various parts. Andy Prill lives in the UK
and is a known expert regarding early Porsches. On top
of that, he is a good friend and one hell of a good driver.
Andy had been developing a true limited-slip differential,
and Leonard got the first one in the United States and
planned to give it a thorough testing (and Shasta is now
the source for these differentials in the United States).
However, Leonard didn’t want the standard 60-percent
lockup, he wanted 80 percent. To explain, a full-lockup
differential does not allow the two tires on the axle to
rotate at different speeds when going around corner. One
tire or the other has to skid. The clutches in a limited-slip
differential allows a wheel to still be powered but rotate
at a different ratio in a corner. A differential with 80-percent lockup would be closer to a fully locked differential
than the 60-percent variant.
As per usual, when you work on cars, the timelines
do not always cooperate. The differential arrived after
the racing season began in 2016, and the work needed
to be done before the Sonoma Historics at Sears Point,
now known as Sonoma Raceway. Luckily for us, the
installation was textbook with no odd measurements or
clearance problems. The new transmission was installed,
and with the fresh engine in, the car was ready. As always,
Leonard tests his innovations in his own car, so to begin
the evaluation on the differential, he took it on a short,
spirited test drive on the roads around Markleeville
before really putting it to the test at Sonoma.
Now the technical part of this article. The following pictures and descriptions are a general overview of
what is inside the differential. I will not even attempt to
describe how it works. The pictures are in a sequence of

Fig 2. The Shasta differential out of the box.

PERSONALIZED AUTOHAUS
356 • 911 • Four-Cam

• Quality 356 Repair and Restoration
• 356 Tall 4th Gear Available - 28/21 ratio
• Vintage Race Preparation
Wayne Baker, Owner

858-586-7771

Fax 858-586-1669

www.PersonalizedAutoHaus.com
www.WayneLBakerRacing.com
email: WayneBaker@earthlink.net

8645 Commerce Ave.
San Diego, CA 92121
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Fig 6. A closer look at
the internal gears in the
lower gear carrier.

Fig 3. The cover is off. The cover and axle receiver with the large Bellville spring
washer is on the edge of the differential. The stack of externally cogged and
internally cogged clutch plates and the differential gears are inside.

Fig 7. The internal stack
starts at the top with a
Bellville washer, clutch
disc stack, gear housing,
another clutch disc stack,
and another Bellville
washer at the bottom.

Fig 8. Empty housing. All
of the parts in Fig. 7 fit
inside. Note the machined
internal splines that
capture the clutch discs.
Fig 4. The Bellville washer and the first series of the clutch plates.

Fig 9. All the stuff has
been reassembled with
the axle shafts and
fulcrums installed. The
ring gear is attached and
the unit is ready to be
installed.
Fig 5. This is a view of the differential spider gears that live in the center of the
housing.

disassembly to give an idea of the complex machine work and components that comprise a true limited-slip differential.
Later that season at Sonoma Raceway, Leonard was running up in
front during a qualifying race, and the car was performing very well.
He was battling for first place with a Corvette when things turned for
the worse. While coming up on a car to be lapped on the front straight
before Turn 1, he and the Corvette made contact and Leonard’s car
went into the wall doing about 100 miles per hour. The yellow flags
went out and the safety crews were on the move when I went by. It did
not look good.
Leonard suffered a fractured ankle and was very sore from the
belts, but the HANS device did its job. The car suffered extensive damage
to the front half and was now 7 inches shorter. While in the pits, I was
doing what I could to help him with the situation. He still came through
with his usual one-liners like, “Damn, the car and I got hurt. I can heal,
but my poor car cannot heal itself.” Leonard has owned this car and has
driven it for 49 years, and this was the car’s 99th race.
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My quip back was, “So, other than that, how did the new differential
work?” His response was, “It was perfect, better than I hoped for, but it
will be a while before I can really test it.”
However, he did get to work it hard for 71 miles. First, it didn’t have
the negative characteristics of the good old ZF. The car was stable, even
when shifting in a turn like the Carousel, the long downhill sweeper at
Sonoma. Finally, the car was very controllable under late braking and
while passing a car in a corner. It took handling stability to the next step
and delivered power to the pavement.
Leonard has healed from that incident, and yes, his beloved Convertible D is going to be back, but it will be a while. In the meantime, if you talk
to Leonard, his first words will be, “Do you know of an A coupe shell that I
can transplant the race parts to? I need to do some more testing.”
Keep them running and racing,
Paul C., Member #547.
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SAM SIPKINS

Aircooled Porsche Mechanic

510-632-8232

Extensive knowledge of 356
Engine / Transaxle Overhaul
All Mechanical / Electrical Repairs
Structural Repairs
26 Years in Oakland, CA
Sam.Sipkins@gmail.com
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All membership applications subject to review per club Bylaws Article IV, Section 3
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T
Tail Lights

he vintage air-cooled swap meet at the Ski Roundtop
resort in Lewisberry, Pennsylvania, is one of the last
regularly held gatherings of the season. Roundtop
started as a regional ski destination in 1964, a time when
the 356 was at the pinnacle of the air-cooled world and
the 901/911 was just coming onto the scene.
Like in years past, this 17th annual meet, held on
September 21, attracted vendors and attendees from
Pennsylvania and nearby states including New York,
Massachusetts, Connecticut, New Jersey, Maryland, Delaware, West Virginia, and Virginia. Ski Roundtop is always
a great, laid-back opportunity to see familiar faces and
make some new friends, while surrounded by a whole
bunch of old Porsche and VW stuff.
This year’s attendance was a bit light, around
three-quarters of the normal turnout. Perhaps the
weather was too nice. We didn’t set up a table this year,
but we found a lot of good deals on parts we hope to put
to use in projects over the winter months.
As part of the event, the organizers also invite cars
for display in the show lot. This year’s display group was
a nice assortment, with 356 coupes, a Speedster, and a
Convertible D as well as several nice 914s, 911s, and VW

Bruce Smith
Photos by

Liam Smith

Ski Roundtop
Vintage
Air-Cooled
Swap Meet
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bugs that turned out. As always, the food truck provided
plenty to choose from for both breakfast and lunch. If
you’re thinking about attending next year, mark your
calendar to confirm the 2020 date sometime near the
end of September.

Your main source for Parts & Accessories
for all Porsche® Automobiles

Sales@SMCparts.com • www.SMCparts.com • 888.986.4466 • +1.323.593.4300 • Se Habla Español
Use this Coupon Code and Save 10% on your order! 356R091910 Limit One Use Per Customer.

Front Disc Brake Conversion Kit,
356/356A/356B (50-63)
SMC.355.011
$1,395.00

Front Turn Signal Beehive Light,
Amber, 356/356A(T1)
644.631.009.10 $62.51

Transmission Mount Set,
356/356A/356B/356C (52-65)
SMC.552.BLK
$219.60 $149.95

Insulation System Set,
356B/356C (60-65)
SMC.556.800.SET $785.23

Oil Cooler, 356/912 (50-69)
616.107.041.01 $897.00 $717.60

Speedster Seat, Steel
$1,428.00
SMC.521.001.00

Complete Wiring Harness, 356/Speedster/
Roadster/Convertible-D (50-65)
SMC.061.00 $2,299.99

Black Knob Set,
356B/356C (60-65)
SMC.552.BLK
$589.75

Euro Headlight Assembly,
All 356's (50-65)
644.631.101.01 $290.15

Tool Kit, 356C
SMC.721.020.04 $572.51

Sun Visor Set, 356B(T6)/356C
644.731.301.06 $341.17

Rear Quarter Window Latch Set,
All 356's (50-65)
644.543.041.00 $588.04

Porsche® Car Cover,
Indoor, All 356's (50-65)
PCG.043.202.04 $458.98

Turn Signal Switch,
356A (55-59)
644.613.301.00 $285.41

Seal & Rubber Restoration Kit,
356B Coupe (60-63)
SMC.000.884 $1,016.70
Available for all years and models!

SMC

CAR STORAGE
If your growing car collection
needs some extra space, consider
our Eagle Rock warehouse for
your storage needs. With 24/7
monitoring and easy access, our
Colorado headquarters has got
you covered!
Fuchs Style Wheel, 6'' x 15''
911/912 (65-80)
MX160015A $389.83
Classic Style Finish

BX 5612 $347.42

GENUINE

•

323.458.6236

128 Fog Light Set,
Clear, 12V (60-68)
SMC.631.SET
$395.95

REPRODUCTION

•

NOS

carstorage@smcparts.com

•

AFTERMARKET

•

OEM

•

ORIGINAL

1669 Colorado Blvd • Los Angeles, California 90041
NOW OPEN SATURDAYS FROM 9:00AM TO 1:00PM
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LN ENGINEERING
NICKIES CYLINDER SETS
MATCHED WITH
MAHLE MOTORSPORTS
FORGED PISTONS
• Available in 1720 or 1925cc
• And 3 Combustion Chamber Sizes
• All On The Shelf
• Ready To Ship!

Stoddard.
Your Trusted Parts Source — Since 1957.

Stoddard Sport
Exhaust

NEW!

For 356 and 912
All-Stainless, X-Pipe Design
NLA-111-010-05-SS
NLA-111-004-00-SS

Disc Brake Wheels
From Factory Tooling
Made in USA
Chrome or Silver
15x4.5 15x5.5 15x6-inch

Pirelli Classic Tires
Porsche N-Spec
CN36, P6000 or P7
In Stock

Complete
Floor
Pan Kits

Gas Tanks

IMS Solution Kits

For 356B T6 and 356C
Proper Grey Finish
NLA-201-001-07

For Late Model Cars
All In Stock, Including Tools

For 356 and
Early 911
All Original
Stamping
Impressions
Galvanized for
Corrosion
Protection
SAVE ON
FULL KIT!
Early 911 shown
SIC-501-901-00

$5.00

Classic

356

Parts and Technical Reference Catalog

Stoddard Catalogs
Latest Restoration Parts
356, 911, 912 and 914

Upper and Lower
Seat Rail Sets
356 & Early 911, 912
644-521-301-06-SET

Stoddard.com

NLAParts.com

Highland Heights, Ohio 44143 USA 800 342 1414

Reno, Nevada 89431 USA 800 438 8119

Stoddard Proudly Distributes These Great Products
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Seat Recliner
Covers
Exclusive
Production
Correct Molding
and Colors
644-521-915-00-SET
901-521-915-01-SET shown
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